FREE

OCTOBER 2010

Our 18th Year
OCTOBER 2010

FREE

Enchanted Gifts for the Mind, Body and Soul

In Celebration of Life...
In Honor of “Taz”,
My Feline Companion
for over 20 years!
Amethyst Blessings!
pamela

Creative Energy is
pleased to Announce
and Celebrate our
14th Anniversary!
Thank You
For our Many
Shared Blessings

Don’t Forget!
“Friday Fest”
Family Street Party
Friday, October 8th,
6-10pm
Drum Circle
“Down on the Corner”

Join us for October Fest!

Readings every Saturday
11am - 5pm

Downtown Melbourne
Mainstreet Fall Festival!
Saturday and Sunday,
October 2nd and 3rd!
Our Enchanted Gifts include:
Crystals, gemstones, jewelry,
salt lamps, drums, didgeridoos,
singing bowls, books, tarot,
CDs, candles, incense, oils,
herbs, sage, divination tools,
statuary & altar items, belly
dance accessories, henna,
tapestries, peace-promoting
items, faeries and more!

Children’s “Trick or Treat” Walk!
Saturday, October 23rd
11am to 3pm
Historic Downtown Melbourne
“Sweep the past” with our new line of hand-made
brooms by “Good Witch Brooms and Wands,”
featuring local artist and staff member, Dawn!

835 East New Haven Avenue
in Historic Downtown Melbourne
*Think Purple*
Monday thru Saturday 10 am - 6 pm
Sunday Noon to 5 pm

321 952-6789
“Where Old Melbourne meets the New Age”

AQUARIAN DREAMS

Serving Brevard County since 1986

Conscious Living

Products

Incense * Candles * Windchimes
Yoga & Meditation Products
Crystals * Aromatherapy
Massage Tools * New Age Music

Global Imports
India Tapestries * Batik Wallhangings

Natural Children’s

Products

Positive Lifestyle Children’s Books
Natural Fiber Clothing * Organic Toys

Special Events: October 2010

Gemstone Jewelry
100’s of one-of-a-kind pieces.

Friday, October 8 - at 7:30 pm:

Global Kirtan & Concert with HuDost
An Alternative World Music Phenomenon

Natural Fiber Clothing

Their CDs include “In an Eastern Rose Garden”
&“Seedling”.
For more infor, visit www.hudost.com.

Imports from India, Bali & Guatemala
Yoga Pants * Tai Chi Shoes * Sarongs

Holistic & Spiritual Books
Largest selection in Brevard County!

Meet World-Renowned Author
& Intuitive, Dr. Steven Farmer
Author of the best-selling Earth Magic, Animal Spirit Guides, Sacred
Ceremony, Power Animal Oracle Cards, Messages from Your Animal
Spirit Guides Oracle Cards, Power Animals, Messages
from Your Animal Spirit Guides.

Sunday, October 24 - at 1:00 pm:

Daily Classes

FREE Author Lecture & Booksigning

Yoga * Tai Chi * Meditation * Zen

Sunday, October 24 - at 6:00 pm:

Healing * Kundalini * Chi Gung

Monday, October 25 - at 7:00 pm:

Messages From Your Animal Spirit Guides Workshop
Healing Your Ancestral Karma Workshop

Private Appointments & Readings available

Mail Order Catalog

Daily Services available: Acupuncture & Oriental Medicine

Request our catalog or visit us online

Astrology Readings * Chakra Balancings * Hypnotherapy
Massage Therapy * Past Life Regressions * Pranic Healing

414 N. Miramar Ave (Hwy A1A)

Indialantic
(321) 729-9495
www.aquariandreams.com

1745 Trimble Road
321.254.0313

Stop in and
see if what
we offer
nourishes
your soul...

New Thought Teachings in Practical Christianity
www.unityofmelbourne.com

Rev. Beth Head
welcomes you
If you like Wayne Dyer and
Louise Hay, you will enjoy
Unity of Melbourne

JOIN US ON SUNDAYS at 10:00AM

CHURCH YARD SALE October 2nd
8AM to Noon As you do fall
cleaning, set aside items to
bring to the church yard sale the
week before. No junk please.
Come shop or volunteer.
LIVING AS THE FLOW: DISCOVER THE
CHURCH WITHIN: SMALL GROUP
MINISTRY Fall 2010 session. Groups starting
on different days and at different times during the
week of 10/3. Our co-founder Charles Fillmore says
“the true church of Christ is a state of consciousness
in man...” We’ll be exploring basic unity principles
as our church’s mission , values, and vision, and
how they show up in YOU as the church. This is an
interactive group of like minded people who share
fellowship, silence, prayer and exploring their life in
God. Come join us. Sign up in the hospitality room
or e-mail Maggie at iamthat@cfl.rr.com.

EXPLORING THE “SCIENCE OF PRAYER”
October 4 - 7 @ 7:00pm
Facilitator: Paulette Mason
Using the book The Universe is Calling by Eric
Butterworth as our text, we will journey through the
history & processes of prayer. This class is for anyone who has ever questioned the value of prayer or
wants to make prayer a more personal experience.

LET’S CELEBRATE OUR FIRST YEAR OF THE TRANSFORMATION
EXPERIENCE. JOIN US SUNDAY MORNING OCTOBER 10TH 10AM We
will have a wonderful service and celebration of all that we have accomplished this last
year. The morning will be inspirational and fun. All welcome.

SE UNITY PEOPLE’S CONFERENCE Oct 18-22 at the
Indialantic Hilton Visit unityofmelbourne.com for more
info and registration form. During the conference we will
be doing a service project at the Brevard Zoo and a
fundraising lunch for the zoo at Carrabas.
Movie Premier Earth Songs: Mountains, Water and the Healing Power of Nature. Produced and Presented by Brian Luke Seaward Oct 20th 7:15pm Our evening will begin with music with Daniel
Nahmod from his new album “Fire.” Then we will be a blessed by this new
movie. Brian Luke Seaward is a renowned international expert in the field of field of
stress management and mind-body-spirit health. For more information www.brianlukeseaward.ner. Suggested donation $40. (If you are registered for the SE Region’s
People’s Conference this is included in your registration.)

CHAPLAIN RETREAT OCTOBER 29TH & 30TH
If you are interested in becoming a chaplain this retreat is required. We will be joining
chaplains from several other churches. Training will be at Unity Center for Spiritual
Living in Merritt Island. Please call Scarlet 321-254-0313 x100 for more information.

ONGOING EVENTS
Healing Prayer Service Tuesdays and Thursdays at Noon Open to all.
A Course In Miracles Facilitator: Darlene Capinha Tuesdays 7:30pm
Reiki Healing Service Facilitator: Lloyd Reiser Sunday October 3rd, 4:30pm and Sunday November 7th, 4:30pm

Always check www.unityofmelbourne.com for possible event date or time changes
DIRECTIONS TO US:

I-95 exit 72, follow Eau Gallie Blvd (518) to Wickham Rd & go left, then left on Trimble. Trimble is north of Eau Gallie Cswy, south of Aurora.
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HORIZONS MAGAZINE is distributed FREE each month to 200+ bookstores

and health food stores throughout Florida, as well as by subscription. HORIZONS is designed
to inspire, educate and entertain those who are exploring the body/mind connection and
seeking spiritual solutions to everyday life. Please write us with your comments.

“And the day came
when the risk to remain
tight in a bud was more
painful... than the risk
it took to blossom.”
Anais Nin

Horizons thanks
everyone willing
to take the risk

ARTICLE SUBMISSION: You may submit articles of 200-900 words on any area of
personal growth and practical spirituality to HorizonsMagazine@aol.com, along with a 50 word
bio telling who you are and how to contact you. Time sensitive articles must be submitted 4-5
months in advance. Any article that promotes a particular person, product, service or event
is considered an ad and is paid for as an ad.
The views expressed in Horizons Magazine are those of the authors and not
necessarily those of its publisher or advertisers. We do not necessarily endorse the ideas or
products of our advertisers, but we honor their right to offer them. We reserve the right to edit
material for space and content. Horizons Magazine © 1997 Andrea de Michaelis
We accept all credit cards and Paypal

HORIZONS MAGAZINE
321.722.2100
575 Escarole Street SE • Palm Bay, FL 32909-4802

Visit www.horizonsmagazine.com
Email HorizonsMagazine@aol.com

Classifieds $1.50 per word.
Phone Directory $5 per line.
Calendar $.30 per word.

page 18
page 20
page 19

Display Advertising Rates
Ad size
1 month
Small Strip Ad
$ 50
Business card
$ 90
1/4 page
$180
1/3 page
$200
1/2 page
$300
1/2 on pgs 44, 45 $350
Full page
Back page incl.
Inside back
Inside front
Page 3
Page 4
Front cover

color

3 months*
$ 40
$ 75
$150
$175
$250
$300

6 months*
$ 30
$ 65
$125
$150
$220
$250*horoscopes

$400
$350
$625
$565
$525
$465
$550
$485
$550
$485
$450
$400
$900 (Restrictions apply)

$300
$475
$400 color
$425 color
$425 color
$350

COLOR ADD 25%
*You must prepay to get discounted rate
Example: Business card for 6 months is $390 prepaid
Full page ad for 6 months is $1,800 prepaid
Broken contracts will receive full advertising credit

BEST AD RATES & WIDEST DISTRIBUTION
of any spiritual growth magazine in Florida.
We’re distributed monthly to 200+ bookstores and
health food stores all over Florida, as well as by private
subscription. See pages 20-23 to see where
HORIZONS MAGAZINE is distributed
For good advertising results, studies show it takes
a reader 3-4 times seeing a new ad before it is
noticed and acted on. By the 4th ad,
readers begin to call.

Payment is due by the 10th with your ad.

Display Ad Sizes

.
Full page ad is 7.25” wide by 9.5” tall
1/2 page 4.25” tall by 7.25” wide or 9” tall by 3.5” wide
1/3 page 2.8” tall by 7.25” wide or 9” tall by 2.3” wide
1/4 page 4.25” tall by 3.5” wide or 2” tall by 7.25 wide
Business card ad is 2” by 3.5”
Small strip ad is 1” x 3.5”

We accept all credit cards
and PayPal online
Email us at HorizonsMagazine@aol.com

321-722-2100
Mail ad with payment to
HORIZONS MAGAZINE
575 Escarole Street SE
Palm Bay, FL 32909-4802
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12 Steps of
Spiritual Freedom
By Rev. Tom Sannar
www.new-thought.org/

Email oneheart@roadrunner.com

1.
Recognition - God Is First. I recognize that there
is an Infinite Power and Presence greater than I am. This
Presence is on purpose and knows the answers to all of my
questions and has the ability and the willingness to fulfill all of
my desires.
2.
Unification. I unify my consciousness with the
consciousness of God. I am willing in total faith and trust to
allow Spirit to guide me and direct me in my daily affairs.
3. Willingness To Change. I am willing to assess my life, to
honestly look at and face all my fears.
4.
Dominion. I take dominion and responsibility for my
life. I give up blame and judgment. I accept myself and all
others.
5.
I Live On Principle. I know that I am a Spiritual
Being. I live my life with honesty and integrity.
6.
I Live On Purpose. I am willing to commit to the
process of purposeful living. As I discover my purpose and
live it with courage, I am transformed.
7.
Forgiveness. I forgive myself for any past mistakes
and I forgive all others who I think have harmed me.
8.
Positively Present. I maintain a positive attitude,
regardless of what is occurring in my life. I know that behind
every seeming crisis, there is opportunity for good.
9.
Persistence.
focus and discipline.

I persist through faith. I maintain

10. Service. I know
that the floodgates of
opportunity open wide
by my giving myself in
unconditional service to
others.
11. Gratitude. I am
grateful for my life and all
aspects of my life. I see all
people as the goodness of
Spirit in form.
12. Tithing. I come to
understand and embody
the principle of tithing, so that I freely and unconditionally
give one tenth of my time, my treasure, and my talent to my
spiritual source.

Horizons Magazine by subscription $22/12 issues

Visit www.horizonsmagazine.com

This month’s
thoughts
about
things...
Andrea de Michaelis
Publisher

“In the company of one who
is living Love, you can‛t help
but spring into that Love.”
- Sri Sri Ravi Shankar

H

ello and welcome to the October 2010 edition of
Horizons Magazine. Just in time for All Hallow’s
Eve, we’re seeking a pagan calendar writer for 2011. Roger
Coleman, principal minister of the Church of Iron Oak,
longtime friend and author of the monthly Solar and Lunar
Celebrations of the New Age, has his hands full with more
pressing projects and he’s scheduled the October 2010 column
to be his last. Read his calendar on page 24 entitled October
2010, The End of Days. Second only to the horoscopes by
Barbara Lee, Roger’s calendar is a monthly favorite and he
will be missed.
I will continue having a monthly calendar of pagan holidays
celebrated by different cultures around the world. The word
count is under 500 words, which is mostly the date and one
line or two lines about each. I know. Low word count. The
challenge is always to capture the reader’s attention in a
fabulously interesting one or two lines, isn’t it? Please email
your samples to me at andrea@horizonsmagazine.com. I would
have to have 3 months ahead at a time. You have a 50 word bio
to tell who you are and where you can be contacted. For style,
please see Roger’s column on page 24.

I’VE BEEN CLEANING MY FLOORS LIKE A MAD MAN.
The past couple of weeks I’ve been cleaning my floors repeatedly.
Moving furniture to clean the floor beneath it, taking everything
away from the wall and away from the corners to get the entire
floor’s surface. My typical m.o. is a quick sweep, vacuum and
swipe with the Swiffer Wetjet. But lately I’ve been cleaning
it more often and more thoroughly. I love how Mop & Glo puts
a nice teflon shine on the floor, but I really need to clean the
floor really well first or it’s going to get that waxy build up. As a
test, I tried a patch 3 tiles wide by 3 tiles down with a solution
of ammonia and water. I used a scrub brush for one minute and
I was shocked at how much it lightened it up. The longer I left
the solution on, the lighter it got. I’m considering renting a
floor scrubber or asking a friend to do it for me. I don’t know
why it’s suddenly more important now than it’s ever been to get
the floor clean, but it is.
During meditation last week, I reflected that so often in the
past I’ve made do with a surface clearing of my thoughts and
behaviors and beliefs. I’d make room for something new, but
not completely replace the old. I’d let myself walk between
the worlds, so to speak, until I got used to the new ideas and
until they ultimately replaced themselves. Now something is
clearly happening, and being reflected in me being obsessed
with getting my floor clean. I have something I want to strip
away, to get at the bottom of, to make new and fresh with a
clean start, to get in on the ground floor with. I look forward
to the unfolding. When I get to the bottom of it, I’ll let you
know.
How do you know if you’re part of the problem or part of the
solution? The way you know whether you are part of a problem
or part of the solution of a problem is how you feel about it. If
you feel hopeful, if you feel things are under control, if you feel
God/the Universe has a handle on what’s going on and is even
now formulating solutions, then you are part of the solution. If

...continued on page 34...

If you appreciate what Horizons has each month, show your support by subscribing, even if your local store carries us.
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We’ll give you 12 monthly issues of Horizons Magazine for just $22 ($42 overseas.) Charge it to any credit card or PayPal.
FILL OUT THIS FORM OR CALL 321-722-2100, and the next issue of Horizons Magazine will be at your door early each month.
You may email HorizonsMagazine@aol.com or mail to 575 Escarole St SE Palm Bay, FL 32909-4802.

Please send me ____ subscription(s) at $22 each.
Charge $____ to my credit card.
The expiration date is : ____________

I enclose my check or money order ___ OR

The number is ______________ _________ _________ ________________
Email address: _______________________________________________

Mail my subcription to: Name ____________________________________________ Phone ___________________
Address :_______________________________________________________________________ Apt No.________
City ________________________________________________ State ___________ Zip Code ___________________

Yes! I want to receive Horizons Magazine at my own front door
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Let’s have a Seance

Psychic

Readings
with Dennis Hollin

A night of Spirit Communication
thru table tipping. Ask your loved
ones questions and watch in
amazement as spirit tips the table
for “yes” and “no” answers.
Experience it for yourself.

1801 E. COLONIAL DRIVE
SUITE 103 in ORLANDO

407-721-3396
Dennis is an internationally known 3rd
Generation Psychic in Orlando, FL.
He has many US and UK clients.

Home Seances, Phone Readings
Available. Host a Home
Seance and get a free reading.

Private one on one classes available

Saturday Oct 9th
TABLE TIPPING SEANCE
with Dennis $20 in Orlando 7:30pm

• NEW • EXCLUSIVE
Papa D’s Law of
Attraction Oils

Love Renew, Spark of Love,
Money Come, Psychic Spark,
Shield Me, Career Boost , Spell

SUNDAY PSYCHIC FEST

Breaker, Altar Blessing,

Sunday October 10th

Client Boost, Healthy Vision, Lucky

Psychic Mini Readings

Bingo, Memory Boost, Lucky Win,

with Dennis in Orlando 15 minutes

Adam 4 Adam, Eve 4 Eve

just $10 Noon to 2pm

.5 fl. oz

www.papa-ds.com

also incense, oils, candles, cds, books
Phone Reading $5 Off
with coupon • one per person
Expires November 10th, 2010

www.orlandopsychic.com

The Energy Pen (Wand) helps your
Body to Heal Itself. For details, see
http://www.wandtheworld.com/?go=EnergizeForHealing

Ask for a free demonstration
Email Dennis at orlandos_spirits@yahoo.com

Tom Arcuti

ABRAHAM-HICKS

YACHAK SHAMAN OF IMBABURA
TIBNBOJD DFSFNPOZ

Abraham is a group of nonphysical
teachers, speaking their broader
perspective through Esther Hicks.
Esther & Jerry Hicks are authors of Ask
& It Is Given, The Amazing Power of
Deliberate Intent and the NY
Times Best Seller, Money and the Law
of Attraction and their dvd, The Secret
Behind “The Secret”! Visit

Initiated in the Tradition of the Shamans 0f
Imbabura Lineage of the Caras from the Andes of Ecuador

OFFERING CEREMONIES FOR CLEANSING &
BALANCING; GOOD FORTUNE; SOUL MISSION
AND YOUR TRUE SELF ; ALLIES, GUIDES, TOTEMS ;
ENERGETIC INTEGRATION & FRAGMENTATION;
PROTECTION.

386.747.9294

www.abraham-hicks.com.

tom@allipacha.com

Considering Committees As
Co-Creational Conferences

G

UEST: So many of us are volunteers in committees.
And many times, more than the actual attempt to
make something positive happen from a committee, it becomes a scenario where we play out 52% positive energies
in an arena for people, who are harbingers (unknowing
to themselves) of doubt, to have a place of expression.
Therefore, nothing gets done.
ABRAHAM: What you say is true. We can give it to you in a
very simple way. If even one person in the committee were
there to hold an image of what is wanted, one person would
set the Tone of that vibration. And every other person that’s
there with the well-meaning attitude of contribution would
raise to that vibration. But what happens in most committees
is that they’re pushing against each other, and so nobody’s
connected to the Stream.

www.allipacha.com

Oct. 16 & 17
Deland Florida

Silva Intuition Training 2 Day
Life Changing Seminar
Contact Esther Seymour Vogenitz
386-717-4022
Email silvamind@aol.com
www.silvamethodorlando.com

So it reminds us of this. Jerry talked about when he was a
youngster being a wrestler in a state championship, and we
said, for most physical creators it’s a bit like wrestling, in

...continued on page 26...

Southeast Region Unity People’s Conference Oct 18-22
at the Hilton Oceanfront Hotel, Indialantic, Florida
Stand Like Mountain Flow Like Water

Dr. Brian Luke Seaward

Daily Practices for Teaching to Pray the Silent Unity Way led by
Rev. Judith Elia with Musical Inspiration by Daniel Nahmod
Let’s Play T.A.G.! with Marian & Glenn Head
Bible Metaphysics with Revs. Bil and Cher Holton
Quantum Being & the Future of Unity with Dr.Charlotte Shelton
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Reserve your hotel room today for only $99 per night by calling 321.777.5000. Ask for the SE Unity Church Conference rate.
Hilton Melbourne Beach Oceanfront, 3003 N. State Route A1A Indialantic, FL 32903 www.melbournebeach.hilton.com
See full conference flyer at http://www.unityinjax.com/seunityconference.html

Horizons Magazine by subscription $22/12 issues

Visit www.horizonsmagazine.com
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H a y H o us e , In c . p r o udly p r e s e n ts
“I learned so much and
met so many wonderful
new friends.”
–K.M., Los Angeles, CA

TA M PA
Th e Mi nd , Body, and Soul Retreat

November 12–14, 2010 • Tampa Convention Center
with Optional Thursday Keynote and Friday Preconference Workshops

Colette Baron-Reid

Lisa Williams

Marianne Williamson

John Holland

Dr. Wayne W. Dyer

Louise L. Hay

Dan Caro

Gregg Braden

Brian Weiss, M.D. Christianne Northrup, M.D. Bruce L. Lipton

Featuring these amazing authors and speakers all in one place . . .
Sonia Choquette • Robert Holden • Deborah King • Loretta LaRoche • Caroline Myss • Marcelle Pick, MSN, OB/GYN NP
Sharon Salzberg • Marci Shimoff • Mona Lisa Schulz • Robert Thurman . . . plus more!

Experience I Can Do It!® for a day or the weekend, and attend workshop lectures by more than 25 of your favorite authors.

Special Guest Appearance by Louise L. Hay
From health, nutrition, and wellness to psychics and dream interpretation,
this event will energize your mind, body, and spirit.

Register Early and Save!
To register, please call 800-654-5126 or visit www.icandoit.net

www.hayhouse.com®
www.healyourlife.com®

-P]L,_[YHVYKPUHY`>VYRZOVW7YVNYHTZHUK:L]LU
0UJYLKPISL+H`ZH[:LHVUH7YP]H[L/H`/V\ZL*OHY[LY
“Theworkshops
were
beyond myexpe
ctations.”

*HYPIILHU
1HU\HY`¶-LIY\HY`

— M.M., Perris

, CA

Hay House has Chartered an Entire Ship for an Exclusive Caribbean Cruise with Five Programs to Choose from!
Featuring these Eight Keynotes from the You Can Heal Your Life Program:

Gregg Braden

Sonia Choquette

Dr. Wayne W. Dyer

John Holland

Denise Linn

Caroline Myss

Cheryl Richardson

Cabins are Limited—Reserve Today!
Visit www.icandoitatsea.com or call 888-259-9191, ext. 1262 or ext. 1239

Brian L. Weiss, M.D.

SOW THE
SEEDS
OF A
HIGHER
AND HAPPIER LIFE
Guy Finley is the founder and director of the non-profit Life of Learning Foundation. He is the author of 36 books and audio albums on
self-transformation. For more information on Guy Finley or to sign
up for free weekly email Key Lessons, call 541-476-1200 or visit www.
guyfinley.org

Charles Lightwalker

Channeler, Shaman, Healer, Medical Intuitive
Serena LaSol • Spiritual Pathwork

509-389-7290

www.thefamilyoflight.net charleslightwalker@yahoo.com

Herbal Consults, Natural Healing School

DAWN’S ENCHANTED GARDEN
Email Dawnsenchantedgarden@yahoo.com

Live Oak School of Natural Healing
Currently offering Herbalist Certification Programs in class and online

I

f we are ever to realize the integrity and consistent kindness of our True Nature, if we long to know something
of heaven while we live on earth, then we must sow the
seeds that bring that higher life into fruition.

352-669-1963 • 407-967-6042
http://dawnsenchantedgarden.com

One cannot expect to reap what one does not sow; and
merely hoping for a higher life is not sowing true spiritual
seeds, any more than climbing an imagined mountain is the
same as reaching its top.
To sow spiritual seeds means that we do spiritual work. Spiritual work is always interior work first, even if, as a matter of
course, this work becomes manifest through exterior action.
What is this interior work by which we sow the seeds of the
celestial within us? Following are four ways to sow the seeds
of a higher and happier life.

To Promote the Religion, Science,
and Philosophy of Spiritualism
Smokey Mountain Healing Retreat October 13th -16th
“The Warrior’s Healing Journey” Amid the lovely
colors of the fall season, Ahni and Paul Atkins
www.mountainmysteryschool.com will help you
relax, refresh and find yourself again Held @
Terra Nova Center, Cedar Mountain, NC

1. We must work to not burden others or ourselves with past
regrets, disappointments, or fearful future visions, even as we
learn to ask truth for more insight into those unseen aspects
of our present nature that are reaping their regrets even as
they sow more of the same dark seeds.
2. We must learn to sit quietly with ourselves and wait
patiently for the light of peace to replace those dark, noisy
thoughts and feelings telling us that we have too much old
baggage to finish our spiritual journey.
Each time we sow these seeds through some quiet meditation, we reap the strength that comes from realizing that this
silence that comes to us is our true home.

Ongoing Psychic – Mediumship
Spiritual Development Classes.

IFSK Director
Marilyn Jenquin

Private
Readings
In Person
or by Phone
$75 / 45 minutes

These classes are designed to be on-going
once per month development classes to help
you improve your personal Psychic-Mediumship skills. These skills are for you to use
regularly and daily to have a more enjoyable
powerful peaceful journey thru life.
Phone or e-mail for locations and dates of classes.

www.ifsk.org

407-673-9776

dependablepc@earthlink.net

Check out our new website with its variety of new events for 2010 & 2011

...continued on page 38 ...
Horizons Magazine by subscription $22/12 issues

Visit www.horizonsmagazine.com
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For Readings in Cassadaga, call for schedule

Rev.
ALBERT J. BOWES
Accuracy scientifically proven

PSYCHIC
READINGS
By Phone or In Person
Readings 7 days a week
Phone for appointment

386-228-3209
Albert Bowes is a REAL psychic detective who has worked
with local and national law enforcement agencies.

Visit www.psychicconsultant.org
Albert, professional psychic over 35 years, is
an Ordained Minister, Certified Psychic from
Cassadaga, FL. He was a Project Manager
and Lecturer with Edgar Cayce Foundation
and Association for Research and Enlightment. He hosted a TV show, and made many
television guest appearences. He taught
Parapsychology 1 & 2 at the University of
Florida and was invited to Russia to study
the Paranormal with Psychics and Scientists.

Nellie

TESTIMONIAL:
Nellie, I was so impressed with you
when we met in March for a reading
that I felt I had to see you again.
You told me many personal things
about family and friends that only I
knew about.
You also told me about changes that
would happen that would effect my
business. One by one the changes
did start happening just as you described. You have a wonderful gift,
Nellie and I am looking so forward to
our next appointment in October!
Thanks, Janette

386-228-0168

Psychic • Medium • Teacher
www.cassadgapsychicmedium.com
Email alwaysnellie@yahoo.com

Herb Corner

Cecelia Avitabile of The Herb Corner and Learning Center in
Melbourne FL is a Certified Holistic Health Practitioner with
a Masters of Herbalism degree and over 20 years of herbal
experience. A member of American Association of Drugless
Practitioners and the American Herbalist Guild. Call 321-757-7522

I

Taking a Holistic Approach
to Better Breathing

’ve been noticing that many people are being bothered by
a persistent little cough lately. Some have tried western
medicine to ease their symptoms and found it to be ineffective in restoring the lungs. Since your lungs are vulnerable you need
to deal with the situation properly to avoid respiratory congestion,
sinusitis or inner ear infections. Your Respiratory system is threatened by very small particles in the air like dust, bacteria, pollen,
viruses, fumes, chemicals and smoke. Your body responds to these
irritants by producing mucous which irritates the respiratory tract
causing you to cough. Too much mucous causes the bronchial tubes
to swell and become plugged-up which causes coughing, wheezing
and thick heavy mucous leading to irritated and inflamed bronchial
tubes that may spasm and constrict making it difficult to breathe.
Looking to herbs can provide some benefit.
A nice herbal blend can help to restore tone and cleanse the
Respiratory System; no one herb does it alone. In a combination
they address different aspects, getting to the true nature of the
situation. For instance, the leaves of Mullein have been used
for centuries for many respiratory conditions including asthma,
bronchitis, emphysema, colds and flu. Its demulcent leaves help
to tone, strengthen and soothe the respiratory tract. The saponins
from this herb provide a stimulating expectoration and help to liquefy phlegm so it can be cleared from the bronchioles more easily,
reducing inflammation and spasms of the lungs.
The toning effects of Elecampane bring proper fluidity of lung
secretions to the Respiratory System reducing bronchial congestion.
Allowing for a more productive cough, it also acts as an antimicrobial, which helps fight respiratory infections. Plantain, Marshmallow and Licorice have antimicrobial, expectorant and antiviral
properties. They help reduce inflammation of mucous membranes,
the throat and bronchi. Their demulcent actions help soothe an
irritating cough. The root of Osha can be chewed for a dry irritated
cough that won’t go away. It enhances your resistance to viruses,
reduces inflammation of the throat and helps with congestion
within the ears. Yerba Santa is a strong antiseptic and antispasmodic herb for the lungs. It is rich in muco-polysaccharides and
glycoproteins that help to maintain healthy moisture levels of the
mucous membranes of the lungs.
A member of the mint family, Hyssop has antiviral, expectorant,
antispasmodic and toning properties. It has been used since ancient
times to ease symptoms of colds, congestion, chronic coughs, sore
throats, lung infections, bronchitis, congested sinuses and excessive mucous. Since Hyssop helps the body produce a natural form
of penicillin you may want to be cautious if you are allergic. Some
other herbs that may be beneficial to the Respiratory System are
Horehound, Rosemary, Ginger, Wild Cherry, Thyme, Grindelia, Garlic
and Elderberry. Together or alone these herbs have antiseptic, antimicrobial, antiviral, anti-inflammatory, toning, antispasmodic and
immune modulating properties. Over the years I have found these
herbs to be useful for conditions where there are inflammation and
infections and a weakness in the lungs.
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The Herb Corner
and Learning Center

Over Medicated?
We have natural alternatives!

Certified Master Herbalist &
Holistic Healthcare Provider on Staff

Hours: Wed-Fri. 10-5, Sat. 11-3
277 N. Babcock St., Melbourne

321-757-7522
TAKE CONTROL OF YOUr HEALTH &
BOOST YOUR IMMUNE SYSTEM!
Herbal teas, tinctures, capsules and creams to aid with fighting:
* Blood pressure * Cholesterol * Fatigue * Memory
* Hormone Imbalances * Stress * Cancer & Cancer treatments

Visit www.herbcorner.net for articles, recipes, newsletter, etc.

NEW GEMSTONES!! Seraphinite, Morganite,
Infinite, Phenacite, Tangerine Quartz & More!
Hundreds of Organic Bulk Herbs
Custom Blended Herbal Remedies
Glass & Plastic Bottles *Organic Essential Oils
Private Consultations * Detox Foot Bath Sessions
FDA Approved BioMat/Energy Sessions * Candles
Crystals & Gemstones * Holistic Books
Himalayan Salt Lamps
Meditation CD’s * One of A Kind Jewelry and Unique Gifts

WE ARE MORE THAN JUST HERBS!
Maria Leach - Spiritual Teacher/Medium/Energy Worker
Provides Channeled Spiritual Readings, Mediumship Sessions.
Medical Intuitive Sessions, Cross-over Readings and much more!

Her honest, down-to-earth approach accurately looks into your past and present,
enabling her to provide guidance for the future.
BioMat/Energy Work Sessions
Plagued by STRESS? The FDA-approved Bio Mat/Energy
sessions with Maria are cutting edge technology that facilitates your
body’s natural healing abilities. Laying on the BioMat while
experiencing Maria’s empathic and intuitive approach to energetic
body workis a powerful combination that will leave your body deeply
relaxed and feeling much better.

Call Maria today for an appointment or more information• 321-757-7522

UPCOMING EVENTS:
Oct. 9 - Herb Class - 9am-11:30 am - Herbs for the Liver
Oct.16 - Body, Mind & Spirit Fair - 10 am-3 pm
Oct. 16 - Gemstone Class - 3:30-5:00 pm
Oct. 23 - Herb Class - 9:00am-11:30 am - Respiratory System,
Making Tinctures & Liniments
Call for info on our Intuitive Development Classes!

See www.herbcorner.net for a full detailed listing

Please stop in for a cup of tea!
Visit www.horizonsmagazine.com
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Are you
On AutoHAUNT?
Taking a quiet sideways glance at life,
Marlene Buffa offers insight through her
words from experiences. A student of
new-thought teachings, Marlene finds practical spirituality around
every corner and seeks wisdom through observation of life’s interrelationships. Sometimes playful, sometimes poignant, always
thought-provoking, her writing inspires readers in meaningful ways.
www.wordsofmind.com.

M

y favorite holiday of the year – Halloween – a time
when people honestly pretend to be something other
than who they are! By donning our masks and putting
on makeup and costumes, we cloak ourselves in a persona
vastly different from how we present ourselves every day.
The new façade creates an illusion of a new identity as we
stay in character. We celebrate the goblins and ghosts which
lurk around us this harvest and introspectively examine the
spirits within us which haunt us as we roam the earth.

Looking for a “Spirited” Way to celebrate
Halloween This Year...

Dinner And A Seance
Phone: 561-542-6703
www.dinnerandaseance.com

OWN WORST ENEMY
Haunted by self limitation, doubt, and insecurity, the well
known cliché that man is his own worst enemy resolutely
demonstrates itself in our spiritual awakenings. We repeatedly hold ourselves back from living a fulfilling life when we buy
into the negative self talk and doubt our capabilities. Giving
credence and power to the myth of our unworthiness of whatever it is we truly want in life, we render ourselves helpless
to the mind-speak we create, thereby manufacturing the enemy in our own minds as well as falling prey to it. When you
consider that you created our own antagonist to your higher
self, you then take a look at what fuels the negativity and the
perpetuation of those fears.
HAUNTED BY THE PAST
Regrets, mistakes, and “should haves” work together to
form the ghost of the past which hovers over our conscious
thoughts. With fears of repeating mistakes or behaving in a
manner which results in more future regret (?), we rattle the
chains of self-imposed restrictions and remain frozen in fear
by the inability to move forward to our highest desire and
potential. Paralyzed, we spend more time reminiscing and
revisiting the past than living in the present moment.
Instead, remember you cannot undo anything nor can you
ever “should have” right now. Those are the dead end roads
of your life’s path. Allowing your past to dictate the vibrancy
of the present, surrenders your power to fully engage in the
now –the only true lesson you ever own. Right now is IT; it’s
all you’ve got. Quit spending your precious “now” shivering
in fear of the ghosts of your past that you allow to haunt your
potential awakening.
EXTERNAL HAUNTING TURNED INWARD
Along with our self-talk, we integrate and assimilate the
words of others into a ghost of our self-perception. Parents,
friends, bosses and those we allow to impose their opinions
upon us formulate in our psyche as a ghost of “what they
think must really be who I am.” Believing others more accurately capture a depiction of you than yourself, you allow
a haunting of their perspective a higher position of authority than your own self-awareness. Worse yet, you feel their
expectations of you both expressed and silent, must be met
in order to live up to their definition of who you are.

...continued on page 31...

the labyrinth
“a spiritual resource center”
12995 s. cleveland ave
psychic readings
spiritual supplies
books
candles, oils, herbs
gift items
unusual items
classes available
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suite #108
ft. myers, fl 33907
239-939-2769
e mail: info@deborahkeleman.com

Spiritual Counselor - Healer
Minister Lecturer

Dr. James W.R. Thomas
Trance Readings / Spirit Guides
By Appointment
386-228-0910 Office

Cell 386-451-7214

136 Chestnut Lane Lake Helen, FL 32744
Email IAM1981@aol.com
Visit www.internationalassociationofmetaphysics.com
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Ask Whitedove

FREELANCE COPY EDITOR, EDITS SHORT NONFICTION BOOKS, PAPERS. 904-535-6949
Rate $15/hour. Write Lucinda Bennett at 12866
Haverford Rd East, Apt 10, Jacksonville, FL 32218

Got a burning question? Celebrity Psychic
and Spiritual Teacher Michelle Whitedove
is here to help give clarity on topics from
Archangels to Zodiac, just ASK WHITEDOVE! Lifetime TV named her “America’s
#1 Psychic” after showcasing her gifts on
“America’s Psychic Challenge.” Ask your
specific questions at www.MichelleWhitedove.com and be sure to check her local
appearances

or email lucindabennett54@yahoo.com

Spiritual Path
Foundation

Available for
private sessions:

D

ear Whitedove, A close family member was hospitalized
for a heart attack, thankfully he pulled through. He
tells us that he had a heavenly experience during the
ambulance ride: he saw angels and everything. Can you actually experience Heaven while on Earth? A Believer

What you are to be,
you are now becoming

• Reiki treatments
• Shamanic Healing
• Regressions
• Counseling in
person or by phone

Dear Believer, It’s important to remember that you’re a soul
having a temporary experience on Earth. So yes, there are
many documented cases of people having a Near Death Experience. When the physical body is in a state of sever trauma,
the soul will eject. Some people who are resuscitated actually
recall their journey of entering heaven; then ultimately their
soul is restored to their body. The memory of this event is
usually so profound it changes the person forever. Can you
imagine being in the presence of Angels?

321-951-8774

www.spiritualpathfound.org
Email spiritualpath@bellsouth.net and
Spiritweaver at www.spiritweavershaman.org

The Cosmic
Church of Truth

At eighteen, I had a NDE during a fatal car crash which I write
about extensively in “She Talks with Angels”. From first hand
experience I can attest that there is nothing to fear at the
time of death. It’s merely a transition. Our soul knows its way
home…to the Heavens ^i^

You see the soul is energy, so as light bounces off the sphere
of energy the camera captures it on film. The most obvious
indicator of a spirit orb is its swift movement in a direction
that would be unnatural for dust or water. The Soul travels
at the speed of thought so they move quickly from one realm
to another. A spirit orb can represent a Guardian Angel, Spirit
Guide, a fairy, a loved one or an Earth bound spirit.
Dear Whitedove, Usually I plan my day according to my daily
zodiac forecast. But I’m starting to feel a little confined
by my cautiousness. How closely should I follow my chart?
Gemini Girl

Sunday Service 10:30am
Call for classes & meetings.
Private counseling &
healing sessions
available by appointment

1637 Hamilton Street
Jacksonville, FL 32210

Dear Whitedove I have taken photos of my young daughter and
there’s an orb in several of them. From everything that I have
read, this means that there is a spirit or a ghost of a loved one
with her. How can I distinguish? Photo Mom
Dear Mom, Indeed orbs are photographed frequently. Most orbs
can be attributed to dust particles or moisture droplets: usually you will know because there’s a multitude in the picture.
Then there are orbs that are related to paranormal activity
and soul travel. Usually there will be only one or two spirit
orbs in these photos.

Sunday Mornings
Lessons In Truth

(904) 384-7268
www.thecosmicchurchoftruth.net

Dear Gemini, The Zodiac is made of Star constellations that
you move through during the course of your life and you’ll be
uniquely affected according to your date, location and time
of birth. There are many types of Astrology to use as predictors while on the Journey of the Soul: Chinese astrology,
Vedic Astrology, Mayan Astrology, and Western Astrology all of
these ancient systems were devised to enhance your life, not
impede it.
Even if there’s a negative aspect in your chart, you can lessen
its impact by being proactive. This knowledge is not given so
you can fret over it or focus on it so intently that you manifest the worst cast scenario. Remember, God has the first and
last say. Your free will and through God’s grace you have the
ability to override your chart and create a better path. The
future can change based on where you are in the moment.
You are the Creator of your reality, so live your life to its fullest potential!
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Connecting the tools to heal the mind/body/spirit

arla Mary

SPIRITUAL ~ INTUITIVE

Readings - Classes - Massage Therapies MA35225.
941-729-5142 www.carlamary.net
941-320-2687

Rev. Dawn Casseday
Phone readings available

New office location coming soon

Psychic, Clairvoyant, Medium
Reiki /Energy Healing,Tarot
Past Life Regression Specialist
Clinical Hypnotist

386-478-0341
www.greyeaglesdawn.com
CASSADAGA

The College of Metaphysical Studies
The Educational Division of New Awareness Ministries, Int‛l

Authorized to operate by the Commission for Independent Colleges and Universities, Florida Department of Education

Earn a Certification or Degree from
the comfort of your own home
The College of Metaphysical Studies (CMS) has been a leader in metaphysical
and spiritual education since 1986. Our primary purpose is to train prospective
leaders for metaphysical, New Age, New Thought, Spiritualist and Neo-Pagan
communities through Distant-Learning or On-campus Training. Those persons
not planning to become practitioners, but who only wish to pursue a solid selfimprovement program and acquire an excellent education in metaphysics and
the spiritual sciences, are also encouraged to attend in a degree or non-degree
status.
We are authorized to operate as a private, non-secular college and to
issue Associate, Bachelor, Master and Doctorate Degrees in metaphysics,
religion, spiritual awareness, spiritual and holistic healing, esoteric studies,
parapsychology, and the entire allied metaphysical field. We also train and
certify ministers, spiritual and holistic healers, teachers, pastoral counselors,
mediums, intuitive practitioners, past-life regression facilitators and
administrators.

Write for our free booklet or visit us at
www.metaartsandsciences.org

18514 US Highway 19 N
Clearwater, FL 33764
1-800-780-META
Email: meta@gte.net or drbarbara@cms.edu

Learning to
Receive with a
Grateful Heart
Valerie Saurer is the founder of The Attitude of Gratitude Project,
which maintains an interactive gratitude journal at www.facebook.
com/aogp.org as well as the Living Gratitude Blog at http://livinggratitude.wordpress.com/. She is also the author of the Prosperity
Project, a recurring feature on her blog at http://thenewbookofclues.blogspot.com, As a public speaker, her focus is on gratitude and
the law of attraction. Email Valerie@aogp.org.

A

ccording to Abraham-Hicks, it is not enough simply to
visualize what you want to manifest in your life. The
Law of Allowing says that you must be completely prepared
to receive what it is that you say you want. You must do this
by learning to accept whatever life sends your way without
resistance. You must also be prepared to make a move once
the Universe has lined things up in your favor.
During the course of learning these lessons, the Universe
has sent along certain people and situations to help guide me
along my path. One of the greatest of these guides was my
voice teacher and mentor, Dr. Vernon Boushell. In addition
to teaching me how to sing the high notes, Vernon taught
me the value of keeping an attitude of gratitude: No matter
what life happens to send your way, there is always something
good that you can focus your attention on. Vernon taught me
to value the people in my life and to learn to see the good in
them. That lesson has completely changed my life.
Before he died, Dr. Boushell made me promise to teach
what he had taught me. I’m certain he meant that I should
teach voice lessons, but my heart felt compelled to teach the
world to be grateful. That was the beginning of The Attitude
of Gratitude Project.
To fulfill that promise, I created a website designed to
teach people about the power of gratitude. Part of that website was an online gratitude journal. I reasoned that if expressing gratitude was powerful, sharing our gratitude would
be even more powerful. For six months three of us made it
our daily practice to go to the site and share our gratitude
with each other. On the days we weren’t particularly feeling
it, we were bolstered by the gratitude of the others. It was a
powerful synergy!
During those six months, we diligently practiced keeping
an attitude of gratitude. In spite of our financial and personal
difficulties, we showed up every day and found something

...continued on page 31 ...
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From the Heart

Rev. Dr. Janet Claire Moore
Spiritual Reader, Channel and Counselor

ADL Minister, Licensed Mental Health Counselor
ACHE, Certified Clinical Hypnotherapist

Alan Cohen is the author of many popular
inspirational books, including his new metaphysical
thriller, Linden’s Last Life. Listen to Alan’s weekly
radio show Get Real on Hay House Radio at www.
hayhouseradio.com, and join him on Maui in March
2011 for the Life Mastery Training. For more
information about Alan’s books, programs, or his
free daily inspirational quotes via email, visit www.
alancohen.com, email info@alancohen.com, or
phone 1-800-568-3079.

“TO INSPIRE, ENCOURAGE AND HEAL”
Life path, future possibilities, Past lives, Grief
issues, and Messages from Loved Ones in Spirit

GAINESVILLE, FL

352-373-8047

JCMoore1@gmail.com
www.SeraphimCenter.org/reverend_drjanet.htm

Switched at Birth

D

imas Alapadi of Sao Paolo, Brazil was always intrigued
that he did not resemble his four sisters. “There was
something different about me,” he explained. “I had
blonde hair and blue eyes and my sisters had dark hair and
eyes. I looked German while my parents were of Italian
descent. Something did not add up.”
At age 24 Alapadi had a DNA test done, which confirmed
that he was indeed not the child of his supposed parents.
His parents were shocked. The family researched hospital
records for the day of Dimas’ birth, and found that another
boy had been born on the same day – of Germanic parents.
The babies had accidentally been switched.
The Alapadi family contacted the family of Elton Plaster,
the other child born on Dimas’ birthday. His wealthy parents
owned a large farm. The Plasters were surprised, but not
flustered. They invited the Alapadis to build a house on
their land, so both families could live together.
“This is the way it should be,” Adelson Plaster noted.
“We are all together and I now have two sons living and
working here.” Dimas and Elton both feel blessed by their
new circumstances. “It’s not everyone who can say he has
two fathers and two mothers living together with him.”
Odd as this story may sound, in a way it is your story, too.
Soon after your birth you began to believe that you were a
child of the world, not your original spiritual source. Yet
something inside you knew there had to be more to life than
the one that you were living. So you began to search for
something better. You tramped many avenues in search for
meaning, and eventually discovered that you are made more
of energy than stuff. With such insight you are entitled to
build your home in the rich estate of love, not the hovel of
fear. The switch was not permanent; the homecoming is.
If you have sensed that you do not quite fit into the
world, you may have more company than you realize. You
may be a part of a very large group described as cultural
creatives, a term coined by sociologist Paul H. Ray and
psychologist Sherry Ruth Anderson in their book The
Cultural Creatives: How 50 Million People Are Changing
the World. Ray and Anderson give credibility to people
who are disenchanted with traditional religion and societal
roles, hold visionary values, and seek a lifestyle unlike the
masses. So what you thought was wrong with you may be
what’s right with you.

This puts a new spin on your life purpose. You may not need
to force yourself into a suit that doesn’t fit you and adapt and
adjust to relationships, careers, and lifestyles that make you
feel small and hungry for better. If you have felt guilty or weird
for being spiritual, gay, uninterested in a corporate position,
bored with television, happy with a humble car, or bashful about
revealing your psychic experiences, you may be closer to home
than you know. You may be living exactly the life you came to
live, and you simply need confidence to claim it.
A touching parable tells of an old Chinese woman who went
down to the river each morning, where she filled two pots with
water and carried them up the hill to her house, the pots hanging
on the ends of a large stick she carried on her shoulders. One
pot, however, had a crack in it and by the time the woman
reached her house, half the water in the pot had drained out of
the crack.
Over the years the broken pot felt ashamed of its deficiency
and finally it apologized to the woman. “I know that I have been
defective over these many years, and you have lost a lot of water
on account of my deficit. Please forgive me.”
The old woman smiled and told the pot, “I knew you had the
crack from the first day I used you. So I planted flower seeds on
the side of the path over which you hung. Now there is a long,
thick row of colorful flowers on your side of the path, and none on
the side of the ‘perfect’ pot. So there was nothing wrong with you
at all. Thank you for helping make my world more beautiful.”
This is good news for crackpots. Your journey of difference
finally makes a difference. You were not born to be the same. You
were born to be unique.
In the film The Lake House, one character feels lost and
confused and does not know where to go. A friend advises her,
“Go where you most feel like yourself.” If you find yourself in a
relationship, family, job, or lifestyle where you do not feel like
yourself, the universe may be giving you a sign to seek your right
place. I am not suggesting you run away from your relationship,
family, or job. I am suggesting you simple gravitate to where you
feel most at home.
Ultimately the Alapadi and Plaster boys were reunited with
their true parents, and they also got to live with the families
who raised them. It’s a happy ending. All switches at birth are
rectifiable. You just have to tell the truth about where you
belong.
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OUR CLASSIFIED ADS
Your listing here for just $1.50 per word. Mail your listing with payment by
10th of the month preceding publication or email to HorizonsMagazine@aol.com
____________________________________________________
* Get ON with it! with Resonance Patterning®
www.repatterninginstitute.net
____________________________________________________
* Get OFF of it! with Resonance Patterning®
www.repatterninginstitute.net
_____________________________________________________
ANIMAL COMMUNICATOR www.PetTalkByPam.com
386-405-4190
____________________________________________________
47 YEARS EXPERIENCED CLAIRVOYANT, PHONE, PARTIES,
Events, Public and Private Readings. Call Chrissy 863-675-3300
_____________________________________________________
OOBE OUT OF BODY EXPERIENCE - YOU ARE NOT THE BODY
$10 mp3 file at www.horizonsmagazine.com. See pg 32.
____________________________________________________
CONNECTING WITH YOUR ANGELS, GUIDES & TEACHERS
$10 mp3 file at www.horizonsmagazine.com. Designed to
activate the third eye, expand awareness, develop psychic
perception. Page 32.
____________________________________________________

THE SPIRITUALIST CHAPEL
OF MELBOURNE
with Rev. John Rogers
1924 Melody Lane
MELBOURNE

____________________________________________________
WORK FROM HOME MAKING CALLS FOR HORIZONS MAGAZINE
Seeking a few people in different cities to contact stores and
practitioners who could benefit from being listed in Horizons.
It could be as easy as mentioning us to your favorite store or
massage therapist, or we’d welcome full out sales calls - your
choice. We’ve had no sales team since, well, ever. For info,
email andrea@horizonsmagazine.com - You must have email.
_____________________________________________________
CHANGE YOUR EATING HABITS $10 mp3 file
at www.horizonsmagazine.com. By the power of suggestion, your desire to overeat will be replaced; your craving for
unhealthy foods will be replaced See page 32.
____________________________________________________
SLEEPYTIME RECHARGE $10 mp3 file at
www.horizonsmagazine.com. Play this recording as you are
falling asleep for restful rejuvenation. We can retrain our
consciousness to create healthy beliefs. See pg 32
____________________________________________________
STOP SMOKING $10 mp3 file at www.horizonsmagazine.com.
Our newest program. See pg 32.
___________________________________________________________

321-728-2415

Speedy Pac

Spiritual supplies, fanciful home decor
Plus pack & ship, FedEx, UPS, Postal & Freight

SUNDAYS 10am-11:30am
Everyone Welcome!

Psychic readers available
Mon-Sat by appointment
Mini Readings from

321-733-1555

10am-3pm Saturdays

Check website (under special
announcements) for dates for

Call for info on

MEDIUM’S DAY

Shamanic healing

Open to the public
$15 for 15 minute reading
Also available will be

Snacks • Massage Therapy • Healing by donations

Visit www.spirit-chapel.org
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and Munay Ki rites
1153 Malabar Road NE • Interchange Square • Palm Bay, FL

Malabar Road 1/4 mile west of I-95 exit 173
Hours • 9-6pm M-F • Saturdays 9-3pm
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Calendar of Events

Call to confirm and learn of last minute changes 30c per word, due the 10th (of the month before) at
575 Escarole St SE Palm Bay FL 32909-4802. Email to HorizonsMagazine@aol.com - call 321-722-2100 with
credit card info. No calendar listings taken by phone. Listings must include time and physical location.
Wednesday MERRITT ISLAND Meditation & Healing Service 12pm Christ Church of Positive Living 1353 N. Courtenay Pkwy 321-454-4109
Wednesday OLD DOWNTOWN MELBOURNE Restless Natives Writer’s Group evenings 6pm On The Shelf Books. Writers and Poets. All levels welcome. Please call to sign up 321-724-2482
2d, 4th Thursdays MELBOURNE/PALM BAY 7pm Wiccan-Pagan Outer Court Classes, Church of Iron Oak 321-722-0291
Saturdays ORLANDO Pranic Healing Circle 2-4pm Meditation, healing at Christ Church Unity 771 Holden Ave. Call 407 852-3940
Sundays MELBOURNE Spiritual Lecture Series 9am Yoga Shakti Mission 3895 Hield Rd Palm Bay 321-725-4024 No fee but love donation
appreciated. Hield Road is off Minton Road, just north of Palm Bay Road, go west a mile or so, it’s on the right, look for name on mailbox.
Sundays MELBOURNE 10:00am Sunday Service Unity Church of Melbourne 1745 Trimble Rd (off Wickham) 321-254-0313 (see ad pg 4)
Sundays MELBOURNE 10am-11:30am The Spiritualist Chapel of Melbourne with Rev. John Rogers, 1924 Melody Lane, behind the Melbourne
Auditorium. Everyone Welcome! 321-733-1555 Visit www.spirit-chapel.org
Sunday MERRIT ISLAND 11am Sunday Service, Christ Church of Positive Living, 1353 N. Courtenay Pkwy, 321-454-4109
Sundays MELBOURNE Metaphysicians’ Circle meets at Lotus Heart, 529 East New Haven, Melbourne, FL, 32901 7-8:45pm $3 321-537-3843
1st Sunday MELBOURNE Metaphysicians’ Circle presents their Monthly Psychic Fair. They meet at Lotus Heart, 529 East New Haven, Melbourne,
FL, 32901 7:00 to 9:00pm $3 admission 321-537-3843 $10 for 15 minute readings 321-537-3843
Friday October 1st - Sunday October 3rd MELBOURNE Frame Drum Intensive with Layne Redmond -- Bee Priestess Intensive Levels I & II -- join
Layne Redmond, acclaimed musician and author of “When the Drummers Were Women”, for this weekend workshop based on her extensive
studies of The Sacred Path of the Bee using Tools of the Ancient Bee Priestess. We will create sacred space through ritual chanting, overtone
singing, and humming sacred sounds to the rhythms of the frame drum to help bring balance to ourselves, our culture, and our world. Beginner
Level I - Friday 6pm - 9pm (required for new-bees) and Level II - Saturday 9am - 12:30pm, 2:30pm to 6pm AND Sunday 10am - 2pm Cost: Levels
I & II: $220 before Sept. 15th, then $245; Level II $175 before Sept. 15th, then $200. Location: Center for Healing Arts, 916 Columbus Ave,
Melbourne. Contact: Sharan Miller at itstimetodrum@yahoo.com and www.itstimetodrum.com for details
October 13th -16th 2010 ~ SMOKEY MOUNTAIN Healing Retreat ~ “A Warrior’s Healing Journey” Amid the lovely colors of the fall season, Ahni and
Paul Atkins www.mountainmysteryschool.com will help you relax, refresh and find yourself again. Sponsored by International Foundation for
Spiritual Knowledge. www.ifsk.org 407-673-9776
Saturday, October 30, 2010 THE VILLAGES – LADY LAKE Parapsychology Expo 9:00 am to 4:00 pm at Lake Miona Recreation , Center, 1526 Buena
Vista Blvd. Readers & Holistic Health Practitioners, Aura Readings & Imaging, Tarot, Reiki, Massage, Sound and Energy Healing, Intuitive Readings, Palmistry, Numerology, Astrology, Tea Leaf Reading and more. (cash or check only), Vendors Books, Gemstones and Jewelry, Organic
Products, Crystals, Stones, Gifts, New Age Clothing and more. The Public is Welcome! Admission is Free. For more info or to be a vendor,
call: 352-205-6055
Saturday, October 30th JACKSONVILLE 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Move My Spirit Tour: An Indigenous Healers Movement brings
together practitioners, authors, and speakers who are engaged in
alternative healing modalities worldwide. For more information
visit www.mmstour.com or email info@movemyspirit.com.
Nov. 12-14, 2010 I Can Do It! Tampa Conference – This year’s Mind,
Body & Soul Retreat at the Tampa Convention Center features
an entire weekend with dozens of your favorite inspirational and
health & wellness speakers. Visit www.icandoit.net or call
800-654-5126

See also page 29
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To place your ad here for just $5 per line and mail it with payment by the 10th of the month before to:
Horizons, 575 Escarole St SE, Palm Bay, FL 32909-4802 Email HorizonsMagazine@aol.com

Our Phone Directory...
alachua County
(352) gainesville
(386) high Springs
A Rock shop & more
HIGH SPRINGS EMPORIUM
660 NW Santa Fe Blvd (441)
Gemstone Jewelry & More

386-454-8657

BOOKS & GIFTS
WILD IRIS BOOKS
352- 375-7477
802 W University Ave www.wildirisbooks.com

CHURCHES

BOOKS & GIFTS

WWW.ANGELSBYFELICIA.COM

917-3757

CREATIVE ENERGY
952-6789
Incense, Music, Jewelry, Books, More
See ad page 2 835 E. New Haven Ave Melb
ENCHANTED SPIRIT
784-2213
Treasures to inspire the spirit, soothe the soul
320 N. Atlantic Ave (AIA) Cocoa Beach
Corner of North Third Street (on the west)

RISING SUN EMPORIUM
806-8741
501 Florida Ave Cocoa Village M-Sat 10-5pm
SPEEDY PAC/Ship/Gifts/Decor
728-2415
Interchange Sq. Malabar Rd just west of I-95

SERAPHIM CENTER & CHAPEL
352-339-5946
1234 NW 14th Ave Gainesville, FL
http://www.seraphimcenter.org

WHAT YOU LOVE TO DO
504-0304
602 Brevard Ave in Downtown Cocoa Village
www.whatyoulovetodo.com

HEALTH FOODS

CHURCHES

MOTHER EARTH MARKET
MOTHER EARTH MARKET

352-331-5224
352-372-1741

PSYCHIC READER
352-373-8047
Channeler, Medium, Ordained Minister,
Licensed Counselor
REV. DR. JANET CLAIRE MOORE

Brevard (321)
ACUPUNCTURE
SUSAN HATHAWAY, Ph.D., AP
723-3017
2105 Palm Bay Rd NE Suite #2 in Palm Bay

LESLIE MARLAR
779-0604
VLMarlar@aol.com www.lesliemarlar.com

ASTROLOGY REPORTS
ANDREA de MICHAELIS
$22
Spiritual Astrology - Compatability, Transits
Reports focused on soul growth and mission
Email horizonsmagazine@aol.com
MC Visa Am Ex Discover Paypal - Email/Mail

BARBER *BEAUTY
ELMO’S www.elmosbeautyspa.com 254-5888

HERB CORNER
757-7522
277 N. Babcock Street in Melbourne
MAMA JO‛S SUNSHINE HERBALS
1300 Pine Tree Dr. IHB
779-4647

HOLISTIC WELLNESS
THE WELLNESS CENTER
321-676-3383
ACUPUNCTURE • ORIENTAL & NATURAL
MEDICINE • MASSAGE THERAPY 1071 Port Malabar
Blvd Suite 106 in Palm Bay FL Oriental Medical
Doctors are full primary care physicians
www.brevardwellness.com

ANDREA de MICHAELIS $10 See page 33
Stop Smoking • Out Of Body Experience
ReProgram Your Eating Habits • Connecting
With Your Angels, Guides,Teachers
Breath & Mantra Meditation since 1972
Breathe awake The One inside

OPTOMETRY

961-3615

THE SPIRITUALIST CHAPEL
OF MELBOURNE
733-1555
Sunday Services 10am Rev. John Rogers,
w1924 Melody Lane behind Melb Auditorium.
2nd Sunday of month 12-2pm Medium’s
Day $15 for 15 minute reading. Snacks •
Massage Therapy • Healing by donations.
321-733-1555 Visit www.spirit-chapel.org
UU CHURCH OF BREVARD www.uubrevard.org

ASTROLOGER

HERBS & GIFTS

MEDITATION cds mp3s

CHRIST CHURCH OF POSITIVE LIVING
1353 N. Courtenay Pkway Suite U
Merritt Island
454-4109
THE NEW WAY www.TheNewWay.us

321-722-2100

UNITY OF MELBOURNE 10am Sundays 254-0313
1745 Trimble Rd www.unityofmelbourne.com
UNITY CENTER FOR SPIRITUAL LIVING 452-2625
4725 N. Courtenay Merrit Island
UNITY CHURCH ON THE SPACE COAST
2000 South St in Titusville
383-0195

THERESE B. DAHL, O.D.
321-264-4264
3659-D So. Hopkins Ave. Titusville, FL 32780
www.dr-dahl.com

PSYCHIC READERS
JORIE EBERLE
321-638-0367
Spiritual Teacher, Reader, Advisor, Classes
REV. APRIL RANE
Psychic-Medium & Tarot.

321- 639-8738
www.aprilrane.com

KATHRYN FLANAGAN
321-591-5171
Advisor • Teacher • Tarot • Home Parties
www.kathryn-flanagan.com
REV. DEB PRIEVO
321-626-5641
Psychic/Tarot/Vibrational Tuning
At What You Love To Do in Cocoa Village

Spiritual Development
ANDREA de MICHAELIS
321-722-2100
andrea@horizonsmagazine.com

HEALTH FOODS
APPLESEED 1007 Pathfinder Rckldge
NATURE‛S MARKET & CAFÉ
PINETREE HEALTH
SUNSEED CO*OP Cape Can AIA
SUZAN‛S HEALTH HAVEN
THE JUNGLE ORGANIC AIA

631-1444
254-8688
777-4677
784-0930
728-3930
773.5678
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SPIRITUAL STORES
CHRYSALIS SPIRIT (chrysalisspirit.com)
Wholesale Prices on Stones, Crystals, Oils,
Incense, Readings, Gifts and MUCH MORE!
Readings and Hypnotherapy for $20
Flea Market on N. US1 in Cocoa Sat & Sun

Visit www.horizonsmagazine.com

Therapy
SPIRITUAL PATH FOUNDATION
321-951-8774
Reiki, Regressions, Shamanic Healings,
Counseling (in person or by phone)
KEITH FITCH, LMT
321-504-0304
Massage/Cranial Release Technique
Sound and Vibrational Therapy
#MA53465
Your home, biz or our Cocoa Village Location

YOGA MEDITATION
Classes, RETREATS
YOGA SHAKTI MISSION
321-725-4024
Also books available by Ma Yoga Shakti
3895 Hield Rd in Palm Bay
(see page 39)

WHOLE FOODS MARKET
810 University Drive Coral Springs
7220 Peters Road in Plantation
2000 N. Federal Hwy Ft. Laud
WILD OATS MARKETPLACE
2501 East Sunrise Blvd in Ft. Laud

BOOKS & GIFTS
ANGEL HAVEN Las Olas Blvd Ft Laud 522-4720
CENTER FOR HUMAN DEVELOPMENT
5809 Hollywood Blvd. Hollywood, FL
954-989-6400 www.espcenter.com
CRYSTAL FANTASY

Margate

CRYSTAL VISION 3160 Stirling Rd

973-0903
981-4992

DIVINE LOVE INSTITUTE
954-920-0050
Hollywood, FL www.divineloveinstitute.org
Gifts, Free Reiki Circle, Life Coaching, Akashic
Record Certification, Angel Workshops, Magnified Healing and IET Certification

FLAGLER (386)
PALM COAST

566-9333

ART, GIFTS, GATHERINGS

COLLIER COUNTY
(239) NAPLES
BOOKS & GIFTS
SACRED SPACE

239-390-2522

CHURCHES
UNITY OF NAPLES Books, gifts

BrOWARD (954)
FT. LAUDERDALE

753-8000
236-0600
565-5655

775-3009

HEALTH FOOD STORES
FOR GOODNESS’ SAKE
FOOD & THOUGHT MKT CAFE
NATURE’S GARDEN
SUN SPLASH Market & Cafe
SUNSHINE Discount Vitamin

353-7778
213-2222
643-4959
434-7721
941-598-5393

duval (904)
Jacksonville
BOOKS & GIFTS
BLACK SHEEP BOOKS
880-1895
9735 St. Augustine Road Jacksonville 32257
EARTH GIFTS

www.earthgifts.com

389-3690

625-6775

NATURE’S EMPORIUM
755-2223
8041 West Sample Road Coral Springs

UNITY CHURCH FOR CREATIVE LIVING
2777 Race Track Rd Jax
904-287-1505
www.unityinjax.com/

NEW AGE BOOKS & THINGS
771-0026
4401 N. Federal Hwy Fort Lauderdale

CHURCHES
RELIGIOUS SCIENCE FORT LAUDERDALE
Center for Spiritual Living
954-566-2868

ESCAMBIA (850)
pENSACOLA
UNITY OF PENSACOLA
850-438-2277
716 N. 9th Ave. www.unitypns.com

UNITY GATEWAY CHURCH
954-938-5222
3701 N. University in Coral Springs
UNITY CHURCH OF HOLLYWOOD 954-548-9320
2750 Van Buren Street
www.unityoh.org
Services in Spanish 6pm Sunday in the sanctuary

HEALTH FOODS
HEALTH FOODS PLUS
3341 Hollywood Blvd in Hollywood

MERLIN’S MERCANTILE
202 N. Railroad St in Bunnell

386-243-0534

pet PSYCHIC
PAM FINZEL
www.PetTalkByPam.com

386-405-4190

HENDRY COUNTY
(863) NAPLES
CLAIRVOYANT
47 Years Experienced Clairvoyant, Phone,
Parties, Events, Public and Private Readings.
Call: Chrissy@ 863-675-3300

Hillsborough
(813) Tampa, LUTZ
BOOKS, GIFTS, READINGS
MYSTIKAL SCENTS

813-986-3212

GAIA SPIRITUAL DOORWAYS
813-943-3666
26300 Wesley Chapel Blvd, Lutz Florida 33559
http://www.gaiaspiritualdoorways.com/

CHURCHES
COSMIC CHURCH OF TRUTH
904-384-7268
1637 Hamilton Street - in Jacksonville

GRIFFIN’S LOFT
4282 S. University Drive in Davie

THE SOURCE LIMITED
386-437-3230
4601 East Hwy 100, Unit F-3 Bunnell 32110
Books, gifts, CD’s crystals, classes, more

989-3313

Indian River
(772)Vero, Sebastian
ACUPUNCTURE
COMPLEMENTARY MEDICINE

772-766-4418

BOOKS & GIFTS
THE INSPIRED HEART

772-569-2877

RADIANT SPIRIT

772-501-5345

CHURCHES
UNITY OF VERO BEACH

772- 562-1133

PSYCHIC READINGS
MARY JEAN Phone or in person

772-913-1314

LeE county (239)
fort myers
BOOKS & GIFTS

THE LABYRINTH
239-939-2769
12995 S. Cleveland Avenue #108
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CHURCHES

BELLA JEWELRY & GIFTS
39 SW Osceola Street, Stuart 34994

219-8648

UNITY OF FT. MYERS
239-278-1511
11120 Ranchette Road Fort Myers, FL 33966
www.unityoffortmyers.org

DREAM CATCHER
1306 NW Federal Highway in Stuart

692-6957

Leon Cty (850)
Tallahassee
BOOKS & GIFTS

CRYSTAL CONNECTION
878-8500
1233 Apalachee Parkway in Tallahassee

STONE AGE Tallahassee Mall

CRYSTAL LOFT

HEALTH FOODS/CAFE
NATURE’S WAY CAFE Stuart
PEGGY’S 5839 SE Federal Hwy

220-7306
286-1401

DREAMCATCHER
692-6957
Emerald Plaza 1306 NW Federal Hwy Stuart

SPIRITUAL CENTERS
HONEYTREE 1616 N. Monroe St
NEW LEAF MARKET

681-2000
942-2557

Marion County
(352) Ocala
BOOKS & GIFTS
MYSTIC GLENN
3315 E Silver Springs Blvd Ocala
www.mystic-realms.com

CRYSTAL CENTER OF ILLUMINATION 465-9327
ACIM • TM • Yoga • Reiki • E-W Sunday Service
UNITY OF FORT PIERCE
461-2272
3414 Sunrise oneness@unityoffortpierce.com

MIAMI-DADE (305)
BOOKS & GIFTS

352- 245-3077
352-351-5282
352-307-9870

CHURCHES
UNITY OF OCALA 101 Cedar Road 352-687-2113

Rev. JINNIE L. TOLIVER, DD, MhD, DM
jinnielt@gmail.com
352-425-5659

HEALTH FOOD STORES
MOTHER EARTH MARKET

www.ocalaghostwalks.com

352-690-7933

Martin County
(772) Stuart
BOOKS & GIFTS
MYSTIC CHRONICLE

Jensen

334-1899

HEALTH FOOD STORES
FEELIN’ GOOD!
GOLDEN ALMOND

Hwy 98 Destin
FWB

654-1005
863-5811

YOGA, CLASSES, MORE
THE BAREFOOT YOGA STUDIO 850-678-8498
1605 Partin Drive North Niceville, FL 32578
www.thebarefootyogastudio.net

Orange County
(407) Orlando

538.0671

AVALON
Hillcrest St in Orlando 895-7439
SPIRAL CIRCLE 750 Thornton Orlando 894-9854

FAIRY’S RING 86 Miracle Mile

446-9315

CHURCHES

THE WITCHS GARDEN Hialeah

953-5546

1275 W 47 Place #432 www.TheWitchsGarden.Com

CENTER FOR MIND BODY SPIRIT CONNECTION
A Religious Science Church
407-671-2848
6832 Hanging Moss Rd.
Orlando, FL 32807

HEALTH FOODS

HERBS, GIFTS

BOOKS & GIFTS

WHOLE FOODS MARKET
21105 Biscayne Blvd in Aventura

933-1543

LEAVES & ROOTS
407- 823-8840
9434 E. Colonial Drive in Orlando

WILD OATS MARKETPLACE
WILD OATS MARKETPLACE

532-1707
971-0900

Meditation Gallery

REV. ALBERT J. BOWES
386-228-3209
Also in Cassadaga – see display ad pg 10
NELLIE
386-228-0168
Cassadaga Psychic Medium Teacher - see pg 10

352-351-5224

Ocala Ghost Walks

864-1232

9TH CHAKRA
530 Lincoln Road in Miami Beach

PSYCHIC READERS

Dream Analyst

FWB

461-2341

CAFE
BDBEANS CAFÉ
CHELSEA COFFEE
JITTERZ CAFÉ

CHURCHES

CELESTIAL TREASURES
3444 Main Hwy in Coconut Grove

352-401-1862

SOUL ESSENTIALS Ocala
352-236-7000
Crystals, rocks, gems, unique gifts, healing gifts
606 SE 3rd Ave Ocala jensoul@embarqmail.com

Okaloosa (850)
Ft. Walton Bch
UNITY CHURCH

BOOKS AND GIFTS

383-0233

HEALTH FOOD STORES

872-9390

SHIRDI SAI BABA CENTER

407-830-1276

Herbal consults,
DAWN’S ENCHANTED GARDEN
Live Oak School of Natural Healing
352-669-1963 and 407-967-6042
Dawn @ Dawnsenchantedgarden.com

pet PSYCHIC

Monroe (305)
Florida Keys

PAM FINZEL
www.PetTalkByPam.com

HEALTHFOOD/Juice Bar
GOOD FOOD CONSPIRACY
872-3945
US 1, Mile Marker 30 on Big Pine Key

386-405-4190

Psychic tarot seance
DENNIS HOLLIN Orlando area

407-721-3396

NEW AGE BOOKS, GIFTS

Palm Beach (561)

BLUE MOON TRADER

BOOKS & GIFTS

872-8864

CRYSTALS & GEMS
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BOTANICA SAN EXPEDITO
CHANGING TIMES
CRYSTAL CREATIONS

561-682-0955
640-0496
649-9909

Visit www.horizonsmagazine.com

SECRET GARDEN
844-7556
SHINING THROUGH
276-8559
DREAM ANGELS
561-745-9355
SPIRITUAL AWAKENINGS Lk Worth 561-642-3255
CRYSTAL GARDEN
369-2836
2610 N. Federal Hwy Boynton Beach

Coffee & gifts
MOTHER EARTH COFFEE & GIFTS 561-460-8647
410 2nd Avenue North in Lake Worth, FL 33460

CHURCH / CLASSES
UNITY OF THE PALM BEACHES 833-6483

HEALTH FOOD/CAFES
NUTRITION S’MART 561-694-0644
4155 Northlake Blvd Palm Bch Gardens
www.nutritionsmart.com

PINELLAS
(727) ST. PETE
CLEARWATER
BOOKS & GIFTS
MYSTIC GODDESS
OTHER WORLDS

Largo
St. Pete

530-9994
345-2800

Church, BOOKS, GIFTS
UNITY CHURCH OF CHRISTIANITY
4801 Clarcona Ocoee Rd ORL 4 07-294-7171

CRYSTALS AND GEMS
TIMELESS TREASURES
407-314-7478
Flea World – Sanford – A/C GOLD Bldg #18-20

GIFTS, CONSULATIONs
LUNASOL ESOTERICA Sanford 407- 392-6870

pet PSYCHIC
PAM FINZEL
www.PetTalkByPam.com

386-405-4190

VOLUSIA(386)
DAYTONA, NEW
SMYRNA, DELand
books and gifts
A LOTTA SCENTS

423-9190

CASSADAGA CAMP BOOKSTORE

228-2880

ENCHANTED SOUL OF CASSADAGA

352-1000

MERLIN’S VISION
100 S. Woodland Blvd in Deland

738-4056

THE PURPLE DOOR 31 S Hwy 17-92 753-9393

CHURCHES
UNITY OF CLEARWATER

531-5259

HERBS AND GIFTS

PEOPLE’S SPIRITUALIST CH

686-8362

TEMPLE OF LIGHT

538-9976

SPICE OF LIFE HERBS
734-0035
214 W. Beresford Ave in Deland Wed 5-8pm Sat
& Sun 10-5pm www.spiceoflifeherbs.com

Sarasota (941)
BOOKS & GIFTS
ELYSIAN FIELDS

Midtown Plaza 941-361-3006

St john’s (904)
PSYCHIC READINGS B&B
ANCIENT CITY B&B...A Pleasantly Haunted Inn
St Augustine 888~753~3290 ancientcityinn.com

PSYCHIC TAROT
SLEEPING GYPSY ~ Intuitive Channel Medium
www.sleeping-gypsy.com
904-829-8677

Seminole (407)
LAKE MARY
Sanford

METAPHYSICAL CENTER
Int’l Assn. of Metaphysics (I.A.M.) 386-228-0910
140 E. Michigan Ave., Lake Helen, FL 32744
Classes, Seminars, Sun & Thu Light Services

Morgana Starr
Morgana is available
Tuesday- Friday
by Appointment only at:
Cafe Unique
Amish Deli & Bakery
506 Florida Avenue
Cocoa Village, FL
321-506-1143
Morgana is available for Private Angel
Messages and Angel Healings
most Saturdays at:
Enchanted Soul of Cassadaga
336 S. Lakeview Dr. Ste 7
Lake Helen, FL 32744
386-532-1000
Classes at Enchanted Soul of Cassadaga
October 17, Angel Infusion Workshop
Level 1: Induction into the Realm
1-3:30pm $55 pre-paid/$60 at door
October 23 Sacred Healing Dance
7:00-9:00 pm $25
November 12, Reiki Level One
Attunement Class 5:30-7:30pm $100

At Cassaaga Hotel & Psychic Center
October 9th Sacred Healing Dance 7-9pm
355 Cassadaga Rd $25 386-228-2323

NOW AVAILABLE!!! Anael’s Pyramid of
Protection and Healing Modality on CD=
This is the 22 minute meditation/activation to
clear, cleanse and cut negativity from your
life and Cleanse and heal Mother Earth also.
Anael’s Astral Travel Meditation on CD =
Learn how to safely Astral Travel and
meet with your Guides $10 each.
$5 shipping and handling fee.

PET PSYCHIC
PAM FINZEL
386-405-4190
Daytona Bch Shores www.PetTalkByPam.com

PSYCHIC READERS
REV. ALBERT J. BOWES
NELLIE

386-228-3209
386-228-0168

psychicS rocks &Gems
PURPLE ROSE in Cassadaga

386-228-3315

GEORGIA
BOOKS & GIFTS
MINDFUL EXPRESSIONS
706-782-5755
68 N. Main St in Clayton, GA

PHOENIX
& DRAGON
Horizons Magazine by subscription
$22/12
issues

Phone Sessions available
Private Sessions available
www.morganastarr.com

321-506-1143
“By allowing ourselves to
BE Love in every situation...
we allow that Love to shine
from us. By doing this we
become a magnet drawing
to us similar vibrations of
Love to be drawn to us,
embodied in other people.”
~Archangel Anael~

404-255-5207
Visit
www.horizonsmagazine.com
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Solar & Lunar
Celebrations
of the Ancients
Roger is the Principal Minister of the Church of Iron Oak, ATC.
He is also the East Coast Presiding Elder with the Aquarian Tabernacle
Church, an international Wiccan Church. He loves nature and finds
Spirit among the trees and flowers, even after having lived in Florida
for thirty years. He can be contacted through the church at
(321) 722-0291 or through the web page at www.ironoak.org
or www.ironoak.us

October 2010
The End of Days

T

he “End of Days” is a phrase with many meanings. To
the ancient Celts, October 31st or any day from then
to Nov 14th, became the end of the Celtic year. Why a
range of dates? Because back then, no one had a GPS clock or
for that matter, any really good way of marking “real” time.
But, the “End of Days” has also the meaning of the end of
an era. It could be the era of when you were single and the
beginning of married life or before you had kids and your
world changed. It could be when the kids have grown, out on
their own and you are left with your memories.
Before us lie the images
of times that are cast
in stone with our memories
of days that have passed
For me, it is an end of being the author of this calendar. Life
changes and the torch must be passed. I have written this
column for 12 good years, but it is time that this torch goes

to someone else who can own it and mold into their own
creation. I have enjoyed bringing this calendar to you. It
has been a wonderful opportunity to see the many ways that
humankind honors Deity by looking at their celebrations and
holidays. Each of us brings to the spiritual table, a unique
way of conceiving deity. In the many years of researching for
this article, I have been impressed by the fact that whether
the year is 3000 BC or today; people conceive and worship
deity in similar ways and yet each brings a unique wisdom. I
firmly believe that no true enlightenment can come without
an understanding of the many ways one can see the divine.
With this enlightenment, perhaps peace can thrive.
And before us lie some new stones
on which to inscribe
new memories for the future
now ready to describe
So, to Andrea, a whole lot of thank you for the opportunity to
write for Horizons. To my readership, I say a special “thank
you” for reading this column and not running me out on a pole
for my humor!

October 2010
Oct 1st – Jewish: Simchat Torah, completion of annual
reading of the Torah
Oct 7th - New Moon at 2:44 PM
Oct 8th – Chinese: Phuket Vegetarian Festival
celebrating the virtues of abstinence from meat
Oct 14th – Hinduism: Durga Puja, worship of the Mother
Goddess
Oct 22nd - Full Hunter’s Moon at 9:38 PM
Oct 31st – Wiccan: Samhain, last harvest festival and
celebration of ancestors

F L O R I D A PA G A N G AT H E R I N G

Reaping The Harvest
Samhain 2010
November 4-7

Camp Ocala in the
Ocala National Forest, FL

FEATURING SPECIAL GUESTS…DIANA PAXSON • MARGOT ADLER

T THORN COYLE • ANN MOURA • PETE PATHFINDER DAVIS
GRANDMOTHER ELSPETH • NYBOR
& Musical Guests SHARON KNIGHT and KELLIANNA
Workshops • Nightly Drum Circle • Vendors • Bardic Circle
Sweat Lodge • Men’s & Women’s Circle • & More!
register@flapagan.org

www.flapagan.org 727-479-7213

A FACTOID WITH WHICH TO END
THE MONTH:
The first Solar and Lunar Celebrations of the
Ancients was in September 1998.
The month names that I used were based on a
computer program called Lunabar available from
Brother Soft at www.brothersoft.com.
Lunabar should not be confused with the candy
bar! Eating software is not good for you...
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Abraham *Fun*

November 6 & 7
MEDICAL QI-GONG SEMINARS

Karen Williams is the author of Soulsongs:
Welcoming Your Deepest Desires and
distributes a bumper magnet, “Think Happy
Thoughts & Good Things Will Happen.” Karen
and her partner, Mark, also host Abraham-Hicks
discussion groups in Winter Springs, Florida.
E-mail: soulsongkaren@cfl.rr.com. Karen’s
blog: www.abrahamfun.com.

well, Well, WELL ...

in Sunny South Daytona, Florida
Learn Medical Qi-Gong
from David Goldner

Call (828) 698-6595
Visit www.medicalqigongcenter.org
This seminar is approved by the National Certification Board for Therapeutic
Massage and Bodywork for 14 Continuing Education Hours.

Illness and pain are nothing more than negative thoughts that have gone on for a long time and have solidified in my body.
Medical and alternative treatments can be wondrous catalysts as I reunite with well-being. But they can
make permanent changes in my physical condition only to the extent that I am willing to make changes
in the way I think, gradually becoming more content, relaxed, cheerful, grateful, and a shrugger-offer of
life’s downside.
I can begin moving towards healing and wholeness by noticing my emotions and choosing better-feeling
thoughts when I’m out-of-sorts.
But what about times when I just can’t seem to “go there” - when a worry, irritation, or frustration refuses
to leave my mind for a while?
No biggie. I don’t tussle with it. Rather, I work on the thoughts that are easier to soothe, as they come up.
As I shift what I can when I can, in due time, even stubborn obsessions will start to crack and crumble as
newfound health pours in.

Southeast Region Unity People’s Conference Oct 18-22
at the Hilton Oceanfront Hotel, Indialantic, Florida
Stand Like Mountain Flow Like Water

Dr. Brian Luke Seaward

Daily Practices for Teaching to Pray the Silent Unity Way led by
Rev. Judith Elia with Musical Inspiration by Daniel Nahmod
Let’s Play T.A.G.! with Marian & Glenn Head
Bible Metaphysics with Revs. Bil and Cher Holton
Quantum Being & the Future of Unity with Dr.Charlotte Shelton
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Reserve your hotel room today for only $99 per night by calling 321.777.5000. Ask for the SE Unity Church Conference rate.
Hilton Melbourne Beach Oceanfront, 3003 N. State Route A1A Indialantic, FL 32903 www.melbournebeach.hilton.com
See full conference flyer at http://www.unityinjax.com/seunityconference.html
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Abraham-Hicks
...continued from page 9...

what they’re all pushing against. But we would attract enough
information that we could make a very clear decision about
what is wanted, and then we would Script it and Focus Wheel
it and imagine it and pretend it, and stand back smiling as it
comes in to be. As long as you don’t feel that you need the
credit, then you don’t need to attend the meetings. Good.

Freedom Growth and Joy
that you get two bodies that are pretty well matched, about
the same weight and about the same ability and strength,
and you put them together and they just hold each other in
this position until one of them shows a little bit of weakness
and then the other takes advantage of it and then the other
one shows a little bit more weakness and the other one takes
advantage of it and then the other one shows a little weakness and the other one takes advantage of it, until eventually
they grind themselves into a win. However, the one who won
can be barely distinguished from the one who lost.
Well, that’s the playing field that most humans play on. The
one who has the most money or the most clout or the most
influence usually grinds to a win, but we’re talking about
something entirely different here. We’re talking about connecting to the Energy that creates, and soaring.
So if you join a committee, in most cases, you’re just grinding, grinding, grinding. You’re eking out these mediocre little
wins where nobody really wins.
This is the best way to work on a committee: Identify what
it is that you most want and envision that joyful blissful outcome, and as you hold that image in your mind, people who
have never said anything positive in their life will surprise
you. But if you show any vibrational pushing against what they
are wanting, then instead, you evoke a defensiveness from
them that makes them come on stronger. In other words, it’s
like the wrestlers. The stronger you are the stronger you are
the stronger you are the stronger you are until eventually you
are defeated by the sheer weight and time of the event. It’s
exactly opposite the way Creation really works.
We would stay away from committees if we were in your
physical shoes because it is very difficult to sit in the midst,
of and observing, people pushing against and not feel your
own defensiveness come forth.
We would committee from afar. We would stand back with an
overview, and we would not get close enough to get a whiff of

Tod McNeal’s

What we’re wanting to help you to do is to begin to enjoy the
process of imagining, enjoy the process of bringing details
in and forming an image, because that’s what Creation is.
Creation is about visualizing and feeling the Energy flowing
through you toward your vision, and that’s what life is.
Life is not about creating an empire. Life is about the process
of creating an empire. It’s not about the empire. It’s not
about the new house. It’s not about the perfect relationship.
It’s not about the new car. It’s not about the new job. Those
are the goals or reasons that you use to flow the Energy, but
it’s the flowing of the Energy that is the reason for existence.
For the continuation of existence.
Often when people ask us what is the reason for life they
have a very hard time hearing our answer. The reason, or
purpose, of this physical experience is joy.
You have this triad of intentions that’s in perfect balance. The
triad of freedom and growth and joy. And we say, you have
these three intentions, that are so well melded together that
you cannot really separate them, of freedom and growth and
joy. And people will say, “We hear you, Abraham. Growth!
Growth! Growth!” And we’ll say, “Yes, growth, but freedom
and growth and joy.” And they’ll say, “Yes, we agree with
you. Growth! Growth! Growth!” And we say, “You’ve been so
convinced that you are unworthy, and that you are here to
prove some sort of worthiness, that you find yourself so fixated on your growth that you forget about the liberating and
balancing factor of joy.
The basis of your life is freedom. You cannot be more free.
You cannot be not free. Freedom cannot not be yours. You
are so free, you can choose bondage. You are free, free, free
beings! The basis of your life is absolute freedom. The Law
of Attraction is so utterly consistent. The purpose of your life
is joy and the result of it is motion forward or growth. But if
you forget that the purpose is joy, if you get fixated on the
purpose being growth, then you get out of balance right away.

NATURE’S HAVEN

...continued on page 33 ...

SPIRITUAL SPEAK

“Oneness. not polarization. Let my dual poles dance, not duel!” -Ron Van Dyke
-

www.natureshaven.biz

321-208-3636
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You Can’t
Afford the
Luxury of a
Negative Thought

We Help People Get Well And Stay Well!
•
•
•
•
•
•

Laser Therapy
Bio-electromagnetics
Acupuncture
Hypnosis
Herbs/Homeopathy
Thermography Screening

DAVID RINDGE, LAc, DOM, RN
ACUPUNCTURE PHYSICIAN

DOCTOR OF ORIENTAL MEDICINE • REGISTERED NURSE
OVER 35 YEARS MEDICAL EXPERIENCE • PRESIDENT EMERITUS, FLORIDA
STATE ORIENTAL MEDICAL ASSN

By Peter McWilliams http://www.mcwilliams.com/books/

Sheila Rindge, CHt

G

Certified Hypnotherapist

The Two Faces of Anger:
Guilt and Resentment

uilt is anger directed at ourselves--at what we did or did
not do. Resentment is anger directed at others--at what
they did or did not do. The process of guilt and resentment is
the same:
1. We have an image that either we or others should live
up to. (An image of all the should’s, must’s, have-to’s, and
demands we learned or created about our own and/or others’
behavior.)
2. We emotionally demand that we or others live up to this
image.
3. We or they fail to live up to our image.
4. We judge the “contrary action” as wrong, bad, evil,
wicked, etc.
5. We become emotionally upset--bitter, alienated, hurt,
hostile, belligerent, combative, contentious, quarrelsome,
vicious, touchy, cranky, cross, grouchy, testy, enraged, aggravated, annoyed, furious, teed-off, etc., etc. We’ll put them
all under the general umbrella of “angry.”
6. We assign blame for the emotional upset--either we did it
or they did it. (The judge pronounces sentence.)
7. The swift execution of justice. If we are to blame, we
direct the anger toward ourselves, feeling regret, remorse,
shame, repentance, culpability, fault--we’ll call all that guilt.
If the transgressor of our expectations was someone or something other than ourselves, we call our anger spite, jealousy,
suspicion, malice, begrudging, covetousness, envy, indignation--all of which we’ll call resentment. The sad fact is that,
whether we blame us or them, we feel the hurt. But that is
not considered, at least for long.

Behavior Modification:
Smoking, Weight Control
Overcome Fears and Anxiety
Performance enhancement:
Competitive sports, personal goals

CENTER COOPERATIVE MEDICINE
279 N. Babcock Street
Melbourne, FL 32935

321-751-7001
www.cooperativemedicine.com

If these are the two faces of anger, what’s the good in that?
Frankly, not much. So why do I have anger in a section on
Master Teachers? If we had listened to the voices of the Master Teachers at the very beginning, the feelings of guilt and
resentment would not have been necessary. To save us from
these is the job of the Master Teacher, anger.
Anger begins as an inner twinge. We sense something long
before it blossoms (explodes?) into an emotional tirade. If
we listen to this twinge--and follow its advice--the emotional
outburst (or inburst) is not needed.

What advice is this Master Teacher giving?
Stop, look, and change.
Stop. Don’t do anything. You are at a choice point. You have
two ways to go. One choice equals freedom. The other choice
equals misery--familiar misery, but misery nonetheless.
Look. What image (expectation, belief, should, must, oughtto) about either yourself or another is about to be (or has
recently been) violated? (“People should drive carefully.” “I
mustn’t eat cake if I’m on a diet.”)
Change. What do you change? The image. Your image is not
accurate--according to hard, cold, physical evidence. People

8. All of this continues for the prescribed length of time and
intensity. No reprieves, no appeals--possible time off for very
good behavior.
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Enchanted Soul
of Cassadaga, Inc.
Inc
Metaphysical
Bookstore with an
emphasis on healing
Arcing Light, Reiki, Pranic
and Spiritual Healing,
Massage
Books, crystals, candles,
jewelry, salt lamps, singing
bowls, incense, oils and
much more.

NOTES
from the
Universe
An international tax accountant turned entrepreneur turned
writer for “the Universe,” and one of the teachers for the bestselling book The Secret, Mike Dooley has found his calling. Mike
runs TUT’s Adventurers Club and travels internationally, speaking to thousands on life, dreams, happiness. Visit www.tut.com
to sign up for free daily Notes from the Universe!

Join our Sunday work shops starting October.

Oct. 3 Psychic Diane Gianlorenzo
Gallery Reading 1-4pm
Oct. 10 Becky the Crystal Mystic Rock Academy
level 1 1:00-3:00pm
Oct. 17 Morgana Starr - Angel Infusion level 1
1:00-4:00pm
Oct. 23 Morgana Starr Sacred Healing Dance 7-9pm
Oct. 24 Becky the Crystal Mystic
Rock Academy level 2 1:00-3:00pm
Oct. 29-30 Psychic Fair 7:00 - 9:00pm

I know you already know this, but
the only way one can find their
way is to first be lost.
To make it big, start out small.
To fall in love, first feel none.
Yet, when such wishes are granted
and the dreamers suddenly find
themselves lost, small, and alone,
you should hear the “expletives”!

A Course In Miracles meets here every Wed. from
10:30am - 12:00pm and Sundays from 6:00 - 8:00pm
Arcing Light Healing with Shireen Al-Busaidy
Psychic readers Morgana Starr, Becky the Crystal
Mystic, Susan Forney and Markus Light
Metatron Mat System with Phyllis Brock

So, look at it like this:
Any such feelings are simply a sign
that you’ve made a really, really
big and daring “wish,” and that its
manifestation has already begun.

Enchanted Soul of Cassadaga, Inc.
336 S. Lakeview Dr. Ste 7

Tuesday - Saturday 11:00am - 7:00pm
Sundays 1:00pm - 8:00pm

Foxy, clever, wry The Universe

386-532-1000
Find us on Facebook and at www.enchantedsoulofcassadaga.com
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Metaphysicians’ Circle
PSYCHIC FAIR 1st Sunday
$10 for 15 minute reading

Green Mer

2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th sundays

by Lori Hlasva
A Guardian
from the deep rises
to cleanse our oceans
and protect our seas.
Residing in Florida with her husband, Lori Hlavsa
is an accomplished artist. “I hope to take the
viewer to a place where Imagination and Dreams
really do exist” At a young age, Lori began to
sketch and imagine freely. She began to work as a
freelance artist in high school.
In the 80’s, Hlavsa’s airbrushed murals on motorcycles, and vehicles were popular. She earned a
degree in Advertising Design, from the Fort Lauderdale Art Institute.
Institute In 1985 she and husband
expanded their family, with a girl, and 1987 a boy.
Working part-time, her signs and murals brightened up, homes, daycares, and Broward County
schools.

Guest Speakers on Metaphysical Topics
7:00 - 8:45pm
$3 fee

NEW LOCATION: Lotus Heart Wellness
529 East New Haven Ave downtown Melbourne

www.metaphysicianscircle.com

321-537-3843

Radiant Spirit
Crystals, stones, oils, incense, jewelrypendulums, herbals
soaps, oils, Reiki charged altar candles

Guided Meditation Wed night at 7pm
Mon- Fri 11am - 5pm
Walk ins Welcome
1527 20th Street in Vero Beach FL

772-501-5345

Evening and weekends by appt only

JOIN US !!
What Moves Your Spirit?

Through the 90’s Lori worked with handmade
papers, to escape the commercial art. The paper sculptures evolved into humanlike figures of
clowns, fairies and dancers, sold in art shows, as
the children grew up.
After 2000, Lori returns to illustration and
mixed-media painting. Much of Hlavsa’s themes
come from family, nature, and the inspiration
that surrounds her. Lori was a featured artist in
South Florida and in her 25-year career, she has
displayed her work in over 500 exhibits and has
received several awards.
Customers comment that her work is magical and
inspirational. Visit her website at
www.artbylori.com

A full day conference where you can :

On the River at
Wyndham
Jacksonville
Riverwalk
Jacksonville, FL
32207

Get Discounts by
Registering to Attend
or Be a Vendor go to:

October 30, 2010

www.mmstour.com A Season of International Harvest Festivals:
www.movemyspirit.com Hallowe’en... Dia del los Muertos...

904.955.7058
Horizons Magazine by subscription $22/12 issues

• Learn from Authors and Practitioners
• Experience Holistic Massage
• Transform your mood with Aromatherapy
• Indulge at a Global Market
• Meet a Shaman
• Recharge your office with Feng Sui
• Learn the truth about African Spirituality
• Listen to the voices of Authentic First Nations
• Get Answers from a Spiritual Reading
• Calm your mind with Tai Chi
• Discover what moves your spirit.....

Samhain... Ch’usok..
Ch’usok.... Nyepi...
Puthari... Egungun... Homowo...
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You Can’t Afford
The Luxury of a
Negative Thought

first punish ourselves. Who do you think feels all that hate we
have for another? The other person? Seldom. Us? Always.
Second, anger is a habit. We learned it early on--before we
could walk or talk, in some instances. The habit is so ingrained in some people that they haven’t understood a word
of this chapter. “What is he talking about? When people
do something wrong, I will naturally feel upset. When I do
something bad, I will of course feel guilty.” It’s not “natural,”
it’s not “of course”; it’s learned. If our early lessons of acceptance were as successful as our early lessons of anger, how
much happier we would all be.

...continued from page 27...

should drive carefully, but do they always? Hardly. That
“should” is inaccurate, false, erroneous, wrong. People on
diets mustn’t eat cake, but do they? You bet. That “mustn’t”
is untrue, faulty, mistaken, and incorrect. Based on the actual
life-data given to you, your images (should’s, must’s, haveto’s) are all wet (or don’t hold any water, or sink in the ocean
of truth, or any other aquatic metaphor you choose).
But what do we often do with the image that is proven--conclusively--to be inaccurate? Do we disregard it? Do we intelligently alter it, based on reality? (“People should drive carefully, and sometimes they don’t.” “People on diets shouldn’t
eat too much cake too often.”) No. We make ourselves
miserable with the inaccurate image. The world’s actions do
not conform to our beliefs. Woe is us. Our own actions don’t
conform to our beliefs. Woe on us.
Can you see the absurdity of this? We demand that our illusion
(our image) be more real than reality (what actually happened), hurting ourselves in the process. Where is the victory
in that? (I bet you thought that was a rhetorical question. It’s
not. There are answers.)
First, we get to feel right. Feeling right is a strong drug.
Some people sacrifice a lot to be right. Ever hear the expression “dead right”? The question the Master Teacher asks with
each initial twinge of guilt or resentment: Would you rather
be right or be happy? If we answer “Happy,” we are free.
If we answer “Right,” the cycle of misery begins again. If
we’re right we must punish--either ourselves or another. As
I mentioned, the irony is that when we punish another, we

501 Florida Avenue
in Cocoa Village
Monday – Saturday
10am - 5:00pm

Books and Unique Gifts, Oils, Music

New items added daily

321-806-8741

Essential
Oils and
Blends by
Nature’s
Spirit

Third, guilt and resentment give us (and others) permission to
do it again. Far from preventing a recurrence, the punishment
simply lets the person (either you or another) say, “I’ve paid
my dues; now I’m free to do it again.” Many people weigh
the guilt they will feel against the pleasure of the forbidden
action they want to take. As long as they’re willing to “pay
the price,” the action’s okay. People often ponder the anticipated wrath of another before taking certain actions. “If I’m
five minutes late, he’ll be a little mad.” They make a choice
between another’s resentment and whatever it is that might
make them five minutes late. If they’re willing to endure the
chastisement, they reason, it’s okay to be late. Guilt and
resentment, then, far from preventing “evil,”* perpetuate it.
*”EVIL” is “LIVE” spelled backwards.
What if we use the twinge of guilt to change the action? What
if we feel the guilt and don’t eat the cake? Isn’t this using the
Master Teacher’s message for our good?
Well, it’s a good start. If we don’t do something because
we’re afraid of the guilt, we are, in fact, being motivated
by fear and guilt. If we do good because we fear what might
happen to us if we don’t do good, the act of good is tainted
with fear. As a transition--especially when breaking a habit-it’s a beginning, but we must move beyond that or we find
ourselves in the trap of not feeling guilty because we’d feel
guilty if we felt guilty.
So what can we use to motivate ourselves to do good? Do good
because good is the right thing to do. Not right as “conforming to law and morality (or else),” but right as “in accordance
with fact, reason, and truth.”
Another great motivator is love. Love yourself enough to stay
on the diet because you love your body and want to keep it
healthy.
More on this and other positive motivators later, along with
the cure for guilt and resentment.
The cure for guilt and resentment? Forgiveness. The preventative? Acceptance. The best reason to do good? Loving.
And if you forget any of this, the Master Teacher will be
there, just before you veer off-course, asking gently, with
that first twinge of guilt or resentment, “Would you rather be
right or be happy?” Your answer will always be respected.
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Are You On AutoHaunt?

Learning to Receive with
a Grateful Heart

...continued from page 14...

Learn to separate and detach what others tell you about
yourself. They are human, too, and their opinion of you is
only that. As a child of the Creator, your role remains to
progress on your own path, not constrained by any implied
obligation to anyone else. Each of us arrived on the planet
with our own lessons to learn. As we share our humanity
with one another, we exchange observations. By identifying
the differences between how others see you and what you
know about yourself to be true, you exorcise the ghost of
external opinion.
CULTURAL GHOSTS
Social ghosts haunt us into the restrictions of tradition,
cultures, or rituals. We sometimes feel bound to limit
ourselves to the success level of our family, peer group or
perceived social strata. Tremendous pressure exists on us
as youths to achieve certain expectations as defined by
our family, friends, neighbors and co-workers. In some
cultures, dumbing-down and non-achieving is rigorously
encouraged so as not to upset the group-think of martyrdom. When others give no plausible reason for attempting
to keep you in the depths of failure, know that “misery
loves company” and the “I can’t” mentality really means
“I’m afraid.”

...continued from page 16...

in our lives for which we could be genuinely grateful. Sure
enough, our lives began to change. Negative people and situations dropped away, and we attracted a whole new collection
of positive friends who helped us to grow into our very best
selves. When we were ready, the Universe intervened to “kick
us upstairs,” as they say: the website became so infected with
malware that I was forced to take it down.
We’d become dependent upon our interactive gratitude
journal, and were devastated by the loss of it. So one Sunday
afternoon, in between loads of laundry, Spirit led me to set
up a Facebook Page so we would have a place to continue our
gratitude practice until I could build another website. Within
24 hours we’d attracted 150 fans from all over the world! We
were ecstatic. The site has continued to grow over the past 15
months, and now has over 13,000 fans from every continent,
every religion, every race.
Once the Page reached 10,000 fans, things happened
quickly. Facebook informed me that I had two weeks to authenticate my Page by proving that The Attitude of Gratitude
Project was a real entity and that I was its rightful spokesperson, or they would shut down the Page. We couldn’t let that
happen; too many people had come to depend on this Page.

Break free from the accident of your earthly birth and
ascend into a higher awareness that your life lesson may be
to set aside the familiarity of your surroundings and aspire
to higher levels of consciousness. Only YOU decide what’s
best for you! Ignore the ghostly moans of agony of fear of
success and create your own vision of your highest and best.

Within two weeks of that, I got a call from Woman’s Day
Magazine. They had noticed the success of our Facebook Page,
and wanted to interview me for their Thanksgiving issue. With
a circulation of 21 million readers, it seems that my dream of
honoring my mentor by teaching the world to be grateful has
become a reality.

BE YOUR OWN EXORCIST
Using a crystal ball of self examination, you identify the
ghosts of your essence which haunt your mind and soul.
These ghosts exist only as habits and thought patterns that
you allowed to implant into your mind and eventually control your life. The visions of fear you see are hollow myths
you created and project into your future and hinder you
from living in the present moment.

Two weeks after that interview, I was offered an amazing
new job that completely matches everything I have been visualizing. Not only that, I also handily manifested two replacements for myself at my old job so that I could move forward
immediately, without looking back. With flexible hours, this
new job will give me the freedom to build the new nonprofit
corporation into whatever it is meant to be. I don’t really have
a vision for that; the Project belongs to Spirit, and I am merely
its caretaker.

Leave the past where it belongs! When you hear the echo
of self-doubt and the repeated chants of external control
by fears, close the gate of the graveyard of negativity.
Slam the door on thoughts which no longer serve you and
invite the light of illumined ideas and possibility-thinking to
occupy your precious “right now.”
Visit Marlene Buffa at www.wordsofmind.com

By learning to be grateful and being willing to do the next
right thing, I have learned to step out of the way and allow
Spirit to do its thing. I can’t wait to see what happens next!
Gratitude expressed is a powerful force of good; gratitude
shared can literally change the world. What are you grateful
for today?
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Just behind the visible world is a whole other world in which it all works differently. ~ Ram Das

Andrea de Michaelis has designed this audio series just for you.

Connecting with Your
Angels, Guides & Teachers
Designed to activate the third eye, expand awareness, develop psychic perception
and become receptive to inner guidance. Even if you have never experienced
conscious contact, you can still be successful. Once you activate your psychic
perception, expect to receive inner guidance more clearly than ever before. Even
if you are skeptical, you can still be successful. A fish doesn‛t have to believe
in the ocean. As your third eye opens, expect to receive more vivid psychic
impressions from your angels, guides and teachers.
Andrea, I listen to this mp3 file as I begin my meditation, then I go into the silence

for 20 minutes. I never felt very successful at meditating until now. It’s easier to
feel peaceful and things don’t worry me as much now. I have even done some automatic writing that has helped me focus myself careerwise, and my new ideas are
creating more income. Thank you for the kickstart. Jennifer Hudson, Orlando

Healthy Eating Habits

Sleepytime Recharge

Science now knows that the health and wellbeing of
our physical body is a direct result of the thoughts
we habitually think and our inner response to the
words we hear around us. The cells of our body
process info and control our behavior by way of
genes being turned on and off by influences outside
us, such as our perceptions and beliefs. We can
retrain our consciousness to create healthy beliefs,
and thus create a profoundly positive effect on
our bodies Our body is a community of 50 trillion
living cells, a biochemical machine and the driver is
the mind. Dis-ease is merely result of how we‛re
driving our physiology. Carefully selected words
and phrases on this recording will reprogram the
cells of your body for optimum physical and mental
health. I listen to Sleepytime Recharge every night as I
fall asleep and sometimes let it repeat over and over. I
used to think I had chronic fatigue or was depressed, but
I think now it was all related to my habit of thinking. I
have more energy now, more clarity and feel motivated to
do things with my family. Thank you. K. Crane, Cocoa

STOP SMOKING
New!

By the power of suggestion, your desire to overeat will be replaced
by increased willpower; your craving for unhealthy foods will be
replaced by finding interesting and fun ways to increase your physical activity.
Turn up your body‛s metabolism to burn fat and leave you with a higher energy
level. Each time you listen to this recording, you can experience a new and
Thank you! I downhealthy vital energy flowing through body and mind.

loaded the mp3 file in June and have been listening every night as I go to sleep.
I’m down 15 pounds and I no longer have the urge to snack in front of the tv. I
also find myself wanting to walk and be more active. Who knew it could be this
easy? I don’t know how it works, but it works. Thank you. Dee Watson, Tampa

OOBE You Are Not The Body
An astral flight out of the body

Being out of your body is a completely natural state that happens every night whether you recall it or not. With
this recording, you will suspend yourself in the awareness of your physical body being “not there.” Of your existence beyond the physical realm. With repeated listening, you will realize your ability to leave your body, to return
safely and to remember what happened. You have the ability to become conscious and lucid when your astral
body is out at night.

SAVINGS + STRESS RELIEF

Listen online

Each is available for immediate mp3 download for just $10 (regular cd $22)
For download, go to www.horizonsmagazine.com
Go to “Andrea‛s Audio CD MP3 Page” OR directly to
http://www.horizonsmagazine.com/CD_Page/index.html
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Abraham-Hicks
...continued from page 26...

If you forget that you’re absolutely free and you start pushing
against things that you feel that are not free, then you disconnect from the Energy and you cannot have joy. But when
you discover that joy is your purpose, then everything stays in
the natural balance. That’s why one, there have been many
who have spoken it, but one who coined it in the most beautiful and perfect physical words that we’ve ever detected
coming back from you, the one who said, “Follow your bliss,”
gave you the true key to eternal joy and growth and freedom
in this physical time/space reality.

Should We Smell It While We’re Physical?
GUEST: What are the things that we can enjoy in this
physical form, that we perhaps will never be able to enjoy
again, that we should be really enjoying while we’re here?
ABRAHAM: Sometimes physical beings will say to us, “Abraham, what’s it like to be Non-physical?” And we are always
very deliberate about what we project here because we are
different than you are in the physical. We have not eyes. So

we do not see. We have not ears. So we do not hear. We don’t
smell through our noses as you do. We do not feel through
our fingertips as you do. In other words, we do not have the
physical senses that you have. Some would say, “Well, then
I’m going to smell all I can smell and see all I can see and feel
all I can feel, because when I go into the Non-physical I won’t
have those delicious things to enjoy.” And we say, “Well that’s
true enough.” But in the Non-physical we are sensing on more
intricate, deeper levels, so that the satisfaction of experience
is far beyond that of the physical. But that’s hard for you to
hear, because you cannot imagine being sightless or smell-less
or hear-less. It’s hard for you to imagine what that would be
like.
We don’t know of anything in all of the Universe that is more
delicious than to be physically focused and connected to Nonphysical Energy at the same time. But it is not a diminishment
of that to be Non-physical. When you are Non-physical, you
always have access to the physical. There’s not a Non-physical
Energy that cannot, any time it wants to, smell through your
nose, provided you are in vibrational harmony with it.
Physical humans are the only ones in all of the Universe that
believe in lack. Lack doesn’t exist. But physical beings have
managed to vibrate in a way where they hold themselves
apart from things they want. So they conclude there is this
thing called lack. And we say, “It doesn’t really exist in any

...continued on page 34...

A Lightworker asked: “I’m in a
place I don’t want to be in... Why
am I being punished every day by
having to work with these people
that are so dark?... They think I’m
crazy and don’t honor me or my
life... What should I think about
this? It’s hard!”
“And my answer is: So you think it’s all about an
accident? Or that you’re being punished? Then you
have missed the grandeur of a standard Lighthouse.
Lighthouses aren’t built in safe places. They choose
to be where the storms are! You’re not being punished.. You’re being taken to a difficult place to shine
your light - Physically, what should you be doing
with the people around you? Can you love them?
Listen to them! Listen to what’s really happening in
their lives. Consider every day one where you have an opportunity to create light in a dark place. Watch attitudes change.. You
may be “weird” to them, but they know you represent integrity. Spiritually... you’re a light in a dark place and you wonder why
you’re there? It isn’t always about you. Think about them! You’re being given an opportunity
This is the work you came to do, and it’s not forever. In a place you don’t want to be, working with people you don’t want to be
with, is the work of a Lighthouse... What if you’re the only light they ever see?” www.kryon.com
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Abraham-Hicks

Thoughts about
things...
... from page 7...

you find others feeling angry, sad, desperate, hopeless
and vulnerable, and you try to point them in the direction
of better feeling thoughts and useful activity, then you
are part of the solution. If you feel upset or angry or
anxious over “bad news,” if you pass on bad news links
on Facebook and forward them by email, you’re simply
adding your friends to a chain of pain they may not
otherwise be involved in. So, when you think about, well,
anything, how do you feel? Are you part of the solution?
Or do you need to change your focus to become part of
the solution? As Louise Hay says, “As hopeless as any
situation feels, it’s really only your thoughts that you’re
dealing with. And you have the power to change those.”
YOGA: (1) A discipline aimed at training the consciousness
for a state of spiritual insight and tranquillity. (2) A
system of exercises practiced as part of this discipline to
promote control of the body and mind.
As a Yogi, Yoga is my Lifestyle, not an Exercise Class
A Facebook friend wrote the other day. In my profile, I
say I am a yogi and he wanted to know what kind of yoga
I practiced since he was newly interested in it. I replied
to him: “Hello, in years past I went through all the
forms of yoga: raj yoga, bhakti yoga, jnana yoga, kriya
yoga, karma yoga and studied many texts by many other
yogis. That was in the 1970’s when there were not many
books on the subject, but the books that were available
were powerful. Paul Brunton’s Search in Secret Egypt
and Search in Secret India were early favorites. Now
there are so many writers and so few really good books.
Autobiography of a Yogi by Paramahansa Yogananda was
the first text I read of that sort, and it awakened my
consciousness and led me to read other books. So much
is available to read for free online.
I don’t now name or label the type of yoga I do. I don’t
do any of the newly trademarked names of hatha yoga
styles. I do hatha yoga twice a day, and do a class now
and again. I did regular classes at Yoga Shakti Mission
(see page 39) and other ashrams for several years. I
recommend doing some classes and you’ll run across
either a teacher that clicks, or other students that turn
you onto different books and classes and information.

...continued on page 35...

... from page 33...

other reality. And so, there’s a little bit of that within this
question. “What is it that’s not going to be there for me later
that I’ve got to do a lot of here while I can?”
There is nothing in the Non-physical Universe that is lacking
anything that you would desire. Nothing. Anything that you
ever want is there for you, and we have a bulletin for you,
friends, it’s the same here in your physical setting. You need
never be without anything you want.
You want more clarity, align with the idea of it. You want
more wellness, align with the idea of it. You want more
money, align with the idea of it. You must find the feeling
place of what you want and offer a vibration about it, and
then it must come. By Law, it must come to you.
But the reason most don’t understand that, is that most
of you don’t align with your desire. You align through your
observation with where you stand, which sometimes is the
absence of your desire. Very good.

Is it Natural to Feel Guilt?
ABRAHAM: The analogy that we offered you about the cork
floating, or about you holding it under the water, is the most
poignant, practical vision that we could give you. Because it
speaks more clearly than anything we have offered to help
you to understand that it is natural for you to soar. It is natural for you to find success. It is natural for you to feel joy. It
is natural for you to feel passion. It is natural for you to live
success.
It is unnatural for you to feel discomfort. It is unnatural for
you to feel guilt. It is unnatural for you to feel fear. It is unnatural for you to feel failure. It is unnatural for you to feel
not worthy. So what we want you to do over the next few
days, if it is your wanting to connect with who you really are,
we want you to be aware of the negative emotion that you
hold, because the negative emotion that you hold is giving
you the keys to understanding how you are keeping yourself
from the Well-being that is natural.
And rather than recoiling at negative emotion, we want you
to praise your sensitivity to it. We want you to feel exhilaration when you acknowledge negative emotion. We want
you to say, “Ah, this is so good. I feel so bad. Because in my
awareness of how I am feeling, my Guidance System is alive
and well. In this awareness of negative emotion, I can feel
that right now I’m holding something in my attention that is
causing me to offer a vibrational signal that is apart from who
I am. And as long as I do that I am separated from who I am,
from the clarity, from the wellness, from the knowing, from
the being of who I am.”
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“I want to
look back on
my life and be
giddy with joy
that I was the
one who got
to live it.”

For me as a yogi, yoga is a lifestyle. I feel a union with
everything around me. That includes not just people and
animals but plants and minerals and the car I drive and the
door I open and the shoes I wear and the house I live in. I
recognize in my interaction with these items that they have
a life of their own and more importantly, they all want to
please me. The flower wants to bloom in the courtyard and
the squirrel wants to delight me with his antics and even the
sunshine comes out just for me.
This isn’t just entertainment, it is evidence that what I think
about and how I feel about what is around me affects how I
experience it.
That means my thoughts are affecting the molecules of the
things around me. That means I can direct my thoughts so
that I can have maximum enjoyment and personal fulfillment
in my life. When I’m having a good life, I attract more people
who have a good life and more sign posts directing me further
on my path.” “Keep me posted!” I wrote him. “It’s always
nice to have a brother on the path.” ###end of email
Finally, a friend send me the below Tale of Three Hairs and
told me it reminded her of me. High praise for sure!

Attitude is Everything: A Tale of Three Hairs
There once was a woman who woke up one morning, looked
in the mirror, and noticed she had only three hairs on her
head. “Well,” she said, “I think I’ll braid my hair today.”
So she did and she had a wonderful day.
The next day she woke up, looked in the mirror and saw
that she had only two hairs on her head. “H-M-M,” she said,
“I think I’ll part my hair down the middle today.” So she
did and she had a grand day.
The next day she woke up, looked in the mirror and noticed
that she had only one hair on her head. “Well,” she said,
“today I’m going to wear my hair in a pony tail.” So she
did, and she had a fun, fun day.
The next day she woke up, looked in the mirror and
noticed that there wasn’t a single hair on her head.
“YAY!” she exclaimed. “I don’t have to fix my hair
today!”
Attitude is everything.

Andrea

Enjoy our offering this month. Hari Om.
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OUR MISSION
STATEMENT
Established in 1992, Horizons Magazine is
designed to inspire, educate and entertain those
who are exploring the body/mind connection and
seeking spiritual solutions to everyday life.

OUR PURPOSE IS:
To provide a forum to connect those who seek
purpose in life. To use our combined power to
encourage each other in our personal visions.
To remind you that you are far more powerful
than you can imagine.
To establish in the minds of our readers the
reality of the mind / body connection and the fact
that we participate in creation of the reality we
experience. We do this by our intentions, beliefs
and expectations, by every thought we think
and every word we speak.
To promote the reality that we survive in
consciousness after the change called death.
To comprehend this, we promote the practice of
daily separation of consciousness from the body
via meditation. Once we experience our existence
beyond physical circumstances, the fear of death is
removed. The less fear of death we have, the more
we see the world from the higher perspective and
the more we recognize how powerful we really are.
This frees us to begin to live more fully,
in every moment, now.
Our lives become increasingly fulfilling as we take
responsibility for how we perceive life
and how we react to it.
We’re here to find and relate to others, and
everyone who reads these words or writes a word
in these pages seeks to be connected with those
who seek likewise. So, if you read an article that
touches your heart, or an ad that intrigues you, call
and get together with the person listed; or just call
and introduce yourself and discuss their offering with
them. Connect with each other, come to know each
other, exchange information. We believe that as we
all work together, we are making
the world a better place.

to yours,
From my heart
haelis
Andrea de Mic
Visit www.horizonsmagazine.com
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Barbara Lee is a Reiki Master Teacher, Psychic
and Professional Astrologer. She offers phone
consultations and a state of the art astrological
chart service with six types of computerized
reports. Call Barbara at 1-208-773-7822, visit
on the web at www.IntuitiveReflections.com, or
email barbaralee21@roadrunner.com

HOROSCOPES

ARIES: March 21 to April 19 “I AM” Your relationships will
mirror the work that needs to be done to help create more
peace and harmony in your life. Oct 7th is a very powerful day
for any Moon in Libra, the day is packed full of many aspects
that will rejuvenate your desire to be the best you can be. You
have walked through the thickets and brambles only to have
learned your own boundaries very well. You will create a cycle
that honors who you are as well as what you have to offer the
world. Your lesson is to be at peace and heal your wounded
relationships, start with your inner child first.

GEMINI: May 21 to June 20 “I THINK” Sudden and
unexpected change will remedy your boredom as Fall
quietly sneaks up on you. Be careful of what you occupy
your mind with because you are likely to manifest what you
concentrate on. This October begins a cycle that will assist
you through a cathartic change that will bring your love to a
depth beyond the deepest joys and the deepest sorrows. Your
heart thirsts for this kind of soul connection. Your lesson is to
trust your intuition and have the courage to live your hearts
desire!

TAURUS: April 20 to May 20 “I HAVE” To have and to hold may
have been your motto in the past, but this October models a
newer, more serene person that is willing to share and let go of
what is not for your highest and greatest good. Every moment
of your daily life will be full of surprise and expectancy. Your
heart will open at an accelerated rate that can bring you to
higher states of passion, ecstasy and creativity, or to your
knees. By the end of Fall, you will have a clearer idea of
where you are headed and what you need to do to be ready to
sign some important papers. Your lesson is to take charge of
your life, listen to the messages from your higher self and act
upon the trusted guidance that you receive.

CANCER: June 20/21-July 22 “I FEEL” Your main lesson this
monthwill have to do with trusting your intuition. Follow your
heart and everything else will settle into place. It will be a
month of hard work cupped with reward; as long as you give
life all you got. You will be more in the limelight than usual.
This may take awhile to get used to because of your shyness.
The last week of October you will wrestle with old demons.
They haven’t come back to haunt you, only to resolve to be
cleared. Embrace these issues with a compassionate heart.

Psychic & Astrological
Phone Consultations
Astrological Chart Service

Barbara Lee
208-773-7822

Visa / MC accepted
Email barbaralee21@roadrunner.com
www.IntuitiveReflections.com

Order a Natal Report
receive a one month
Transit Report FREE

Wildwood Botanicals Premium Massage Lotion & Cream
Visit website at www.wildwoodbotanicals.net
Email info@wildwoodbotanicals.net (208) 773-7822

LEO: July 23 to August 22 “I WILL” This Fall is a good time
for you to get clear on your goals. The phase of learning
you are in will include at least four other people. Teamwork
and cooperation are big issues that will pour over into the
approaching holidays. A beginning with new friends and
different interests to pursue. You find yourself doing things
you are not used to doing. You finally feel you are growing and
letting go of old patterns. Focus upon your strengths as you
continue to develop your creativity.
VIRGO: August 23 to Sep 22 “I ANALYZE” All your focus and
persistence has really paid off. You will continue to reap
rewards and in October will be amazed at the recognition
you will receive. The coming months will remind you of how
important it is to value who you are and what you have to
offer. In other words don’t beat yourself up because you think
you did not do enough, you did plenty, more than your share.
You are worthy of taking time out for relaxation. A deeper self
esteem and a stronger sense of self will be yours. The time
you spend on your meditation will bring you courage to fathom
the bottomless treasures that are lurking within you.
LIBRA: Sept 23 to Oct 22 “I BALANCE” Your Solar Return
month offers you many chances for nurturing from a wide
range of sources. You may get so excited that you think about
going back to school or at least studying a subject of interest
that nurtures you. Finally the fog clears and you are as stable
as a redwood tree and strong as an ox. Energize, stabilize
and rejuvenation are your key issues now. Your lesson is to
take care of your health through the practice of Yoga and
Meditation.
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SUGGESTED
READING
WATCHING
LISTENING

October 2010
SCORPIO: October 22/23 to Nov 21/22 “I CREATE” The phase
in life you began a year ago has come full circle. You did your
homework, laid the ground floor and now rewards can be
reaped. Your future procures an ability for you to synthesize
and harmonize your relationships. Friendships will play a large
role in helping you with boundary issues. You’ll have no time
for old control tapes and power trips, stand your ground your
lesson is to channel your intensity into an artistic expression.
SAGITTARIUS: Nov 21/22 to Dec 21 “I PERCEIVE” You’ve
been living on the edge for too long and now your wake up
call is ringing. This month your ears will hear tunes to tune
into yourself by. All that you need to know is inside you, turn
your attention inward and just listen. Drink the recommended
supply of water and take time out for relaxation. You’ve
come through some tough stuff - be willing to open yourself
up to more transformation. Find the blessings in your current
situation. Acceptance is the key to moving forward.
CAPRICORN: Dec 22 to January 19 “I USE” Now is a time to
be at peace with how far you have grown. In October your
mind will sparkle as you speak. You have so much info running
through your head, share it so more will follow. When the
creative juices flow, put them to good use. Social gatherings
and telemarketing will beckon for your attention. In adjusting
to your internal changes, you will be on a major cleaning
rampage. Create a vacuum by getting rid of the old to allow
room for the new. Make a new pathway for large sums of
money and prosperity to flow into every corner of your life.
AQUARIUS: January 20 to Feb 19 “I KNOW” October will give
you a taste of all the exciting expansion that your life will
emerge into. The call for you to experience union with your
higher self will be loud and clear. A profound connection with
a person who will enter your life as a spiritual mentor. The
path you choose will be one of compassion and love. Shine
your light, have faith in what you do. Trust that what you see
is accurate, do not allow others to talk you out of your truth.
PISCES: February 19 to March 22 “ I Believe” Your
perceptions and inklings of the world over the years
have changed just as you have. In October there will be
an experience of reclaiming lost and unusual aspects of
your being, like a shamanic rebirth. October offers you
resilient health conditions as you learn to communicate your
intensities, rather than holding on to uncomfortable feelings.
After the old has been discarded, your main work will include
laying a new foundation for emotional and psychological
change and nurturing. You are being called upon to follow
your heart and tune into your higher self with gentleness.
Your lesson is to heal the male relationships in your life.

CDS:
Removing all Sorrow and Suffering by Paramahansa Yogananda
Awake in the Cosmic Dream by Paramahansa Yogananda
Awakening Into Oneness by Arjuna Ardagh
Om Spun by Groovananda www.wynneparis.com
Guided Healing Meditation from the Ancient Mystics by Pat Raimondo
BOOKS:
The Fifth Agreement by don Miguel Ruiz and don Jose Ruiz
Sixty Seconds by Phil Bolsta
The New Master Key System by Charles F. Haanel
Practicing Consciouss Living or Dying by Annamaria Hemingway
Happy for no Reason by Marci Shimoff/Carol Kline
WWW.ABRAHAM-HICKS.COM
Ask And It Is Given
Money & Manifestation
The Astonishing Power of Emotions
The Law of Attraction:Teachings of Abraham
From Grief To Joy: Moving Up The Emotional Scale
Money and the Law of Attraction: Learning to Attract
The Vortex, Where Law of Attraction Assembles All Cooperative
Relationships
WWW.HAYHOUSE.COM
Faeriecraft by Alicen & Neil Geddes-Ward
Emotional Freedom by Judith Orloff, M.D.
The Intuitive Spark Sonia Choquette
Asking Your Guides Sonia Choquette
Trust your Vibes
Sonia Choquette
WWW.NEWWORLDLIBRARY.COM
The Three Only Things by Robert Moss
Courage & Craft by Barbara Abercrombie
Worst Enemy Best Teacher by Deidre Combs
Creating Money by Sanaya Roman & Duane Packer
Storycatcher by Christina Baldwin
The Van Gogh Blues by Eric Maisel, Phd
The Mythic Dimension by Joseph Campbell
FROM WWW.WEISERBOOKS.COM
101 Ways to Have True Love in your Life by Daphne Rose Kingma
Living The Qabalistic Tarot by Amber Jayanti
Change Your Mind and Your Life Will Follow by Karen Casey
Book of Ordinary Oracles by Leo Milo DuQuette
Wise Secrets of Aloha by Kahuna Harry Uhane Jim
MUST SEE DVDs
The Secret Behind The Secret www.abraham-hicks.com
The Secret - the Original edition with Abraham-Hicks. It’s the one
with “the secret” actually in it, although The Secret “extended
version” (with Abraham-Hicks edited out) has good info in it also.
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SOW THE SEEDS
OF A HIGHER AND
HAPPIER LIFE
Crystals, Stones, Tarot Decks, Jewelry, Art,
Clothing, Candles, Soaps, Lotions, Gifts. Have
wine or beer at the Wild Words Café. Delight in
our gourmet coffees, teas and incredible food
creations! Free wireless Internet.
Psychic Tarot Reader, Astrologer and Psychic
Medium available full time. Call and schedule
now because our calendar fills up quickly!

Live Music, Spoken Word, Open Mic
every Friday night until 11:00pm.

Hours:
Tues - Saturday
11am - 6pm
Friday til 11pm

802 W. University Ave.
Gainesville, FL 32601

(352) 375-7477

...continued from page 11...

3. We must deliberately remember our intention to start our whole life over every
moment we awaken to find ourselves reliving some past conflict. To cultivate this
refreshed outlook, born of remembering that our true life is always new in the Now,
is to let go of whom we have been and to begin reaping a life free of anger and fear.
4. We must learn to look our fears, weariness, and anxiety directly in the eye, and
instead of seeing what is impossible according to their view of life, sow the seeds of
a new self by daring to doubt their dark view of things. Our refusal to identify with
self-limiting negative states reaps us the reward of rising above their inherent limitations.

www.wildirisbooks.com

If we wish a life that is whole and loving, one that is filled with new light, then we
must sow these eternal seeds within ourselves; that is our work. Make your own list
of ways to work at sowing the seeds of the higher life. Set your self to the task of
being an inwardly awake person and watch how you begin to reap the awareness that
makes all things possible. (Excerpted from Let Go and Live in the Now by Guy Finley, Red
Wheel Weiser Books)
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Ma Yoga Shakti

Sunshine Lectures
Sundays 9 - 10am

Talks on Spiritual Topics
First Saturday at noon

VEGETARIAN LUNCHEON
$10 donation (children free)
Oct 2 - Moroccan Vegetarian Lunch
Nov 6 - Madagascan Vegetarian Lunch

YOGA
CLASSES
$7.00 Per Class
$25/month unlimited
evening classes

Monday
Gajendra - 7:00-8:00 p.m.

Tuesday
Maryann and Jim Loafman
7:00-8:00 pm

Thursday
Chip & Shyama Iacona
7:00-8:00 pm

Ramayan
Chanting
Sundays
10:15-11:15 am

Bhajans/Kirtans
First Wednesday of
Month
6.45- 7 45 PM

www.photographybyrebecca.com

YOGA SHAKTI
MISSION

NEW YEAR’S RETREAT WITH MATAJI
December 31 - January 2, 2011
Come away for a weekend to a different world, in the oasis
of beauty and peace created for us by Mataji in her Palm
Bay Ashram. Come sit at the feet of a Master of Yoga, Ma
Yogashakti. Hear her expound the wisdom of the Vedas.
Take part in Hatha Yoga classes, early morning satsang
and meditation with Mataji and traditional temple worship.
Delicious, home-cooked vegetarian meals each day.
WHAT TO BRING: Sleeping pad or blankets and sheets,
loose comfortable clothes, towel, yoga mat, pen, notebook

YOGA SHAKTI MISSION
3895 Hield Rd NW
Palm Bay

321-725-4024
yogashaktipb@yahoo.com
www.yogashakti.org

BOOKS BY MA YOGA SHAKTI

Yoga Syzygy Guide to Hatha Yoga $15
Email yogashaktipb@yahoo.com
Techniques of Meditation to Enhance Mind Power $10
Shri Satya Narayana Katha $5
Hanumaan Chalisa $5
A Spiritual Message $5
The Seven Invisible Psychic Lotuses $10
Yoga Aasana Chart $2
Chandogya Upanishad $5

HORIZONS MAGAZINE
575 Escarole Street S.E.
Palm Bay, FL 32909-4802

As hopeless as any situation feels, it‘s
really only your thoughts that you’re
dealing with. And you have the power
to change those. Louise Hay
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